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Targeted Radiopharmaceutical Therapies

• Targeted Radiopharmaceutical Therapies are expected to be an area of 

tremendous growth in the coming years with several new agents under 

testing and development, in clinical trials, or in clinical use. 

• Some examples of alpha- and beta-emitting targets include:  

1) FDA-approved Radium-223 therapy for metastatic prostate cancer and other 

cancers in bone

2) Other alpha-emitting therapeutics targeting a variety of receptors including 

prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA)

3) FDA-approved Lutetium-177-labeled somatostatin analog (Lu-177 dotatate) 

therapy for neuroendocrine and other somatostatin receptor expressing tumors 

4) Lutetium-177 PSMA therapies for metastatic or treatment-resistant prostate 

cancer

5) Iodine-131 labeled antibodies to leukemia targets (such as CD-33)



SNMMI’s Vision

• In 2015, SNMMI recognized the growing importance of 

radionuclide therapy and formed the Therapy Center of 

Excellence to advance the development and utilization 

of radionuclide therapy.

• The development and implementation of theranostics is one of 

the Society’s highest priorities, and we anticipate that 

conferences such as this will contribute to the advancement and 

success of these important  treatments.



3rd Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference

• SNMMI has partnered with NCI and FDA on targeted 

radionuclide therapy conferences for the past 2 years.

• This year's conference will focus on:

1) The current state of the science

2) Maximizing dose to tumor while sparing normal tissue

3) State-of-the-art clinical trial design

4) Strategies for achieving response



Conference Co-Chairs

NCI:
• Janet Eary, MD – Associate Director CIP, 

DCTD, NCI
• Lalitha Shankar, MD, PhD – CTB, CIP, 

DCTD, NCI
• Michael McDonald, MD, PhD – CTB, CIP, 

DCTD, NCI

SNMMI:
• Daniel Lee, MD – Therapy Center of 

Excellence
• John Sunderland, PhD – Clinical Trials 

Network
• Jon McConathy, MD, PhD – Clinical Trials     

Network



Agenda and Theme

What is the Goal of Radionuclide Therapies: 

Palliative, Curative, or Adjuvant Treatment?

• 33 speakers and panelists from 3 continents

• Government agencies - NCI and FDA

• Academia

• Industry

• Deliverable

• Publication of the meeting summary



Thank You

• NCI for hosting the conference

• NCI employees for their support and participation

• Our sponsors 

• Progenics – title sponsor 

• Actinium Pharmaceuticals

• AAA, A Novartis Company

• Blue Earth Diagnostics

• Hermes Medical Solutions 

• Lucerno Dynamics
Title Sponsor
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High LET vs. low LET radionuclides

Joe O’Donoghue

Dept of Medical Physics

Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference,

National Cancer Institute – Shady Grove, Maryland
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Quantity and Quality

Quantity: absorbed dose = energy absorbed per unit mass

SI unit: gray (Gy) = J/kg

1 Gy   ~ 6 x 1018 eV/kg

Mean energy deposited per ionization in water ~ 35 eV

1 Gy equivalent to ~ 20,000 ionizations for a cell nucleus

(~6 μm diameter; mass ~10-10 g)



Quantity and Quality

Quality: Linear Energy Transfer (LET) 

Energy deposited by an ionizing particle per unit track length (keV/μm) 

Linear energy transfer (keV/μm)

Low LET: β-particles; γ-rays 0.2

High LET: α-particles 100



Microscopic Nature of Energy Deposition

Ionization energy is not deposited uniformly

1. Localized in the tracks of charged particles

2. Transferred in discrete ionization events

For a cell nucleus-sized volume:

1 Gy ~ 2 x 104   ionizations

~ 800 x 1 MeV electrons

~ 1.4 x 4 MeV alpha particles

1.4

4 MeV

alpha

110 keV/μm

~3000 

ionizations/μm

800

1 MeV

electrons

200 eV/μm

6 ionizations/μm



Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE)

Quantifies difference in biological effectiveness between radiations of different quality

RBE = Dstandard/Dtest

Standard radiation: Low LET

Peak RBE at ~ 100 keV/μm

corresponds to α-particle LET



High LET

Low LET

RBE is not a constant

RBE
Dose (Gy)
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~ 3

RBE – more about low LET than high LET



Radiation dose-rate

• Higher dose-rates more effective than lower dose-rates for low LET radiation

- repair that takes place during irradiation

• Biological effectiveness of high LET radiation largely independent of dose-rate

High LET



Radiosensitivity varies within cell cycle

• Differential sensitivity to low LET radiation throughout the cycle 

(cells in S-phase most resistant, G2/M most sensitive)

• High LET sensitivity less dependent on cell cycle phase

High LET



Radiosensitivity depends on oxygenation

• Hypoxia protects cells from low LET radiation. OER ~ 3 for aerobic vs. anoxia

• Biological effectiveness of high LET radiation largely independent of oxygen tension

High LET 

OER ~ 3

aerobic

anoxic



Alpha-emitting radionuclides

Pro: simple radiobiology, <100 μm range - highly focal/reduced collateral damage

Con: short range exacerbates non-uniformity e.g., cold spots

0 1         2        3        4        5         6

S
u
rv

iv
in

g
 F

ra
c
ti
o
n Non-uniform dose

concave up dose-response

fractionation advantage?

Dose (Gy)



Alpha-emitting radionuclides

Difficult to image 

High radiobiological effectiveness → low administered activities 

Sub-optimal photon energies



(c) Copyright 2014 SNMMI; all rights reserved

225Ac-PSMA-617

213Bi + 221Fr windows combined



Ra-223 (24 h)Tc-99m MDP

50kBq/kg; 3.7 MBq 

all energy windows combined

223Ra; 219Rn, 211Pb, 211Bi

223Ra (Xofigo)



Alpha-emitting radionuclides

2-types of decay scheme:

Fast & simple: Slow & complex:

213Bi (1 α; T1/2 = 46min) 225Ac (4 α; T1/2 = 10 day)
211At (1 α; T1/2 = 7.2 h) 227Th (5 α; T1/2 = 18.7 day)

Kinetic compatibility with targeting molecule?



Small Molecule – Fast Kinetics

68Ga-JR11 (NET)

Rapid lesion uptake 

(max by 20-30 min) 

Fast blood clearance

0-20 min DYN 30 min 60 min



Antibody – Slow Kinetics

89Zr-antibody (mCRCP)

Slow lesion accumulation with prolonged blood retention

~1 h 24 h 72 h 168 h



Alpha-emitting radionuclides

Systemic - small vectors only

Compartmental administration

Systemic - small & large vectors 

(esp. if prolonged lesion uptake)

Progeny issues

(esp. for long blood retention)

2-types of decay scheme:

Fast & simple: Slow & complex:

213Bi (1 α; T1/2 = 46min) 225Ac (4 α; T1/2 = 10 day)
211At (1 α; T1/2 = 7.2 h) 227Th (5 α; T1/2 = 18.7 day)



225Ac vs 227Th

All progeny decay within ~ 1h of 225Ac

good chance of multi-alpha irradiation

for lesion/tissue-bound parent

Decay of 225Ac in circulation

→ free progeny

Accumulation of 213Bi in kidney

Long enough for lesion accumulation

with large vector

Prolonged blood/BM irradiation with 

large vector

Long term stability of 225Ac-large 

vector?

Features:

218 keV

(12%)

Imaging?

440 keV

(26%)



Long time between 227Th and 223Ra 

decays → reduced chance of multi-alpha 

irradiation for lesion/tissue-bound parent

Decay of 227Th in circulation

→ free progeny

Uptake of 223Ra in bone (bone mets) with 

clearance via small intestine

Long enough for lesion accumulation

with large vector

Prolonged blood/BM irradiation with 

large vector

Long term stability of 227Th-large vector?

Features:

225Ac vs 227Th

~260 keV

( 19% 227Th)

( 44% total)

Imaging?



Imaging surrogates/improved imaging required for biodistribution & dosimetry

Future Directions

Pre-clinical models: biodistribution optimization, validating imaging 

surrogates, developing normal tissue damage assays, testing remediation 

strategies, exploring scheduling, fractionation and combined modalities

Clinical imaging: biodistribution optimization with imaging surrogates, 

developing treatment planning methods

Clinical therapy: avoiding catastrophe, implementing normal tissue damage 

assays, studies of dose escalation ± dosimetry, pre-clinical feed through
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Using imaging to assess the dose effect on tumor and normal tissue 

Sara St. James, Ph.D. , DABR
Assistant Professor, Radiation Oncology
UCSF



DisclosuresDisclosures 
• No financial disclosures

• I work in therapeutic medical physics 



Motivation

Patients treated with 177Lu- DOTATATE at 
UCSF have a 24 hour post-administration 
SPECT/CT scan

What dose our patients are receiving? 

Is this the right dose for them?

2019 SNMMI Annual Meeting June 22-25 Anaheim CA

Patient A Patient B



Outline : “Using imaging to assess the dose effect on 
tumor and normal tissue” 

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019

Using imaging to determine the received dose to tumors and normal tissues for 
patients receiving TRT

• Approach
• Validation 

Dose effects for tumors and normal tissues
• How do we chose to report dose?
• How do we quantify response? 

Can we use imaging to quantify the tumor response?



Guidelines for Quantitative 177Lu SPECT

MIRD Pamphlet No. 26 has 
recommendations regarding :

Energy window
Collimator
Reconstruction choices
…

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019



Dose Calculation Engines

The purpose of the dose calculation engine is to take the acquired SPECT and 
arrive at an estimate of dose (Gy) per voxel in the patient.

Monte Carlo
Dose kernel 
convolution

Local Energy 
Deposition

Commercial 
Programs

In-house 
Programs

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019



Dose Calculation Engines (2)

*

Activity Concentration 
(per voxel)

Kernel (3D)

=

Dose (Gy)

At UCSF – we use an in-
house (python based) 
dose calculation, based 
on Monte Carlo kernels 
generated with GATE.• DICOM RTDose files are 
created for reporting 
volumetric dose

• Can be read out by 
commercial and open 
source software. 

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019



Reporting dose to targets and normal 
structures

• To report the received dose to 
targets and normal structures, one 
needs to know where they are

• Contour the kidney, spleen and 
lesions

2019 SNMMI Annual Meeting June 22-25 Anaheim CA



Validation

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019

Energy spectra compared against 
NIST data

Phantom measurements with 177Lu to  
ensure accuracy of SPECT calibration 
& spatial resolution effects

Analytic dose calculation compared 
with  dose calculation for uniform 
sphere. 



Dose from C1



Dose from C1 + C2



Dose from C1 + C2 + C3



Dose from C1 + C2 + C3 + C4



Example of Summed Doses for 177Lu-DOTATATE
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Other Commercial and In-house Methods

There are many vendors and other groups that are doing work on dose 
calculations for TRTs.

There will be many solutions for how dose is calculated and reported 
for our patients. 

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019



The need for harmonized reporting of dose

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019

In a dose response model, 
a response is seen between 
the absorbed dose and the 
response.



In TRT, the dose delivered is modulated by the 
administered activity

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019

Complete response is 
not often seen in the 

patient data –
Tumor response 

curves truncated to 
reflect that



In TRT, there are many additional sources of uncertainty in 
reported dose …

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019



The impact of tumor size

Below a certain threshold, 
the reconstructed activity in 
the SPECT study is inaccurate 
and may results in gross 
errors in dose calculation

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019

In this example, the authors 
excluded tumors of diameter < 2.2 
cm (based on measurements) and 
then applied a secondary cut of 4 
cm. 



The impact of tumor size : impact on dose response 
models

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019

Sample data set 
truncated to illustrate 
role of eliminating all 

tumors below 
diameter ~ 4 cm



Imaging at one timepoint

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019

* Results based on planar (not 
volumetric) estimates of 
activity

It may not be feasible to acquire 
many patient images – assumptions 
about physical and effective half life 
may or may not be included in dose 
calculations.
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Sample data set with 
added error to 

illustrate the role of 
imaging at one 

timepoint

Imaging at one timepoint



Reporting Dose : Dose Volume Histograms

Tumor 
1

Tumor 
3

50 Gy

0 Gy

Tumor 
2

25 Gy

Tumor 
4

V
o

lu
m

e 
(%

)

Dose (Gy)

100

0 50
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Reporting Dose : Dose Volume Histograms

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019

Tumor 1
Tumor 2

The dose to different tumors in the same patient 
is variable. 

The reporting of the received dose depends on 
what metric is chosen:

-Average dose

-Near minimum dose

-Maximum dose

In addition, this will depend on how the tumor 
volume is defined (contoured)



Reporting Dose : Average dose, near minimum dose

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019

It is important to 
record what dose is 

reported



Scanner Calibration: Accuracy of the dose calculation relies on 
the accuracy of the imaging study that it is based upon. 

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019



Uncertainties in Reported Dose and the need for 
harmonization, external validation methods

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019

These sources of uncertainty in reporting the received dose need to be 
addressed consistently if the goal is to compare results between institutions

There may be a role for external validation (phantom) to credential sites to 
participate when reporting the received radiation dose



Quantifying response

• All of the previous examples dealt with 
dose uncertainties (Dx)

• There are also uncertainties in how we 
quantify response
• RECIST criteria? 

• At what time are we evaluating response?

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019

https://xkcd.com/2110/

Can imaging of 177Lu-DOTATATE  inform response?



What can we do now that we have imaging? 

• We can start to look at our patient data and 
try to understand why some patients 
respond to treatment, while others do not

• Started to evaluate response by looking at 
the relative uptake of 177Lu between Course 
#4 and Course #1 (tumor level)

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 = 1 −
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒 4 𝑈𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒

𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒 1 𝑈𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019



What can we do now that we have dose? 

• We can start to look at our patient data and 
try to understand why some patients 
respond to treatment, while others do not

• Started to evaluate response by looking at 
the relative uptake of 177Lu between 
Course #4 and Course #1 (tumor level)

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 = 1 −
𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒 4 𝑈𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒

𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠𝑒 1 𝑈𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒
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How do we know that what we are reporting 
is accurate? 
• Every site uses different scanners, protocols and there are starting to be 

many software solutions to calculate dose

• We performed phantom studies, and compared the results of our 
“inhouse” dose calculation method with analytic methods

• To compare results across institutions, we need to have harmonized 
approaches and ideally ways to validate the accuracy of the reported dose. 

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019



Alliance A021901 (protocol in development)

177Lu-DOTATATE
200 mCi x 4 every 8 weeks

Everolimus
10 mg oral daily

1:1

Primary endpoint
• PFS (by RECIST)*

Secondary endpoint
• ORR
• OS
• Safety

Exploratory
• Late toxicities, QOL, 

Dosimetry

• Unresectable or 
metastatic bronchial 
carcinoid

• SSTR+ on DOTATATE 
PET a

• Radiographic 
progression within 12 
months

• No limit on prior lines 
of therapy

• Cross over allowed on the control arm
• *Central review at progression
• **Concurrent SSA use allowed for patients 

with functional tumors if on stable dose for 3 
months and previous radiographic 
progression on SSA

N = 108

Stratification: 
Prior/Concurrent** 
SSA use

Imaging Q3 
months

SSTR=somatostatin receptor
a=100% of typical carcinoids are SSTR+, while 50% of atypical carcinoids are SSTR+

co-PIs: 
Thomas Hope Suki Padda

Before this trial starts, we can start to plan for 
what reporting dose to tumors would require



Outlook 
• Calculating received radiation dose 

to tumors and healthy structures is 
achievable.  

• Agreeing on how to report doses to 
tumors and healthy structures will 
make comparing results across 
institutions feasible (harmonization)

• External validation has the potential 
to fast-track the comparison of 
reported doses across institutions

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019
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24 hour post-administration SPECT/CT

Image courtesy of Dr. Thomas Hope, 
UCSF Department of Radiology

Patients treated with Lu-
177 DOTATATE at UCSF 
have a 24 hour post-
administration SPECT/CT 
scan

These scans are used 
qualitatively, but they 
may be used to calculate 
the received radiation 
dose



Image courtesy of Dr. Thomas Hope, UCSF Department of Radiology

177Lu-DOTATATE
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Calculating Received Dose: Simplifications and 
Shortcomings

• Imaging at a single vs. multiple timepoints

• Patient level washout curves not available (use published mean 
values)

• Accuracy of SPECT/CT scanner calibration and choice of imaging 
protocol

SNMMI/NCI Third Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference 2019



Measuring and Modeling 

Activity Distributions

Eric C. Frey, Ph.D.

Johns Hopkins University

Rapid, LLC



Measuring Organ Activities

is Possible
Monte Carlo Simulation of Ra-223 Cl SPECT

4 h 24 h 72 h 144 h

Small intestine -3.8 ±

0.6%1

- - -

Upper large 

intestine

- 9.7 ±

0.6%

8.4 ±

0.8%

6.5 ±

1.7%

Lower large 

intestine

- 11.4 ±

1.7%

12.8 ±

1.7%

12.6 ±

1.8%

Bones -7.3 ±

0.5%

-7.0 ±

0.7%

-9.0 ±

0.7%

-12.9 ±

1.0%

20 iterations, 12 subsets

Uncertainties are COVs over 50 

simulated noise realizations

True VOIs are assumed known

5 coronal slices, 144 h, 5 iterations, 12 

subsets per iteration, logarithmic grayscale 

Has been similar work for In-111, I-131, Y-90, Pb-212, Lu-177, Th-227, …



Measuring Tumor Activities

is Hard
Monte Carlo Simulation of In-111 Tumor Imaging
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Simulation of In-111 Zevalin Imaging

30 minutes per bed position



Estimating Dose Nonuniformities 

Requires Modeling

Estimation of ’Lumpy Liver’ CDVH

In-111/Y-90

Phantom
OS-EM w/filter,

FWHM 1.0,  2 iter
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Modeling and Measuring 

Dose Effects

Anders Josefsson, Ph.D.

Russell H. Morgan Department of Radiology and Radiological Sciences
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Radiopharmaceutical Therapy (RPT)

Radionuclides

Radionuclides: β-particle (e-) or α-particle (He2+) emitters

β-particle: Lu-177 Y-90 I-131 Sm-153

α-particle: Ac-225 Ra-224 Ra-223 Bi-213 Bi-212 At-211

Examples

Differences between β-particle and α-particle emitters

- Range in tissue: millimeter (mm) vs. micrometer (μm)

+ Agents (Antibodies, Peptides, Small molecules…)

- Linear Energy Transfer (LET): Low (~0.2 keV/μm) vs. High (~60-240 keV/μm)

- Ionization density: Sparsely ionizing (SSB) vs. Densely ionizing (DSB)

- Cell kill (transverses the cell nucleus): ~1,000 vs. < 5 

- Recoil energy: ~10 eV vs. ~100 keV (Bond broken with agent)

What does this mean?

- α-particle emitting radionuclides will very likely have a non-uniform dose distribution

- Low activity α (MBq) compared to β (GBq) a factor of ~1,000 lower (in the clinic)

- The α-particle emitters are a possibility to use against chemo- or radioresistant tumor 

cells, also not dependent on dose rate

- The α-particle emitters are ideal against single- or small tumor cell clusters

- The α-particle emitters γ-emissions are often from decay daughters



Small scale dosimetry -

Proximal tubules: 123 Gy/MBq

Glomerulus: 42 Gy/MBq
>> Whole kidney: 25 Gy/MBq
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(Hobbs et al. Phys Med Biol 2012)

+

Whole organ dosimetry

(Song et al. Cancer Res. 2009)

ControlTreated

2 Gy

Whole Kidney Dosimetry(Song et al. Cancer Res. 2009)

(Kiess et al. J Nucl Med 2016)

211At-PSMA

=

<< Kidney Toxicity

Levels

?

Imaging (α-Camera) Quantification Model

- 225Ac-DOTA-7.16.4, 400 nCi (15 kBq)



68Ga-PSMA-11 PET/CT (Kratochwil et al. J Nucl Med 2016)

- Salivary glands: Xerostomia (mouth dryness and lack of taste)

Side effects?

- Kidney toxicity? Long-term?

(Kiess et al. J Nucl Med 2016)

PSMA targeting

PSMA-targeting + Decay daughter 213Bi

213Bi

177Lu-PSMA-617 (β)

- Treated with 2 cycles

- 7.4 GBq per cycle

225Ac-PSMA-617 (α)

- Treated with 3 cycles

- 6.4 MBq per cycle

- Weight based 100 kBq/kg

Metastatic Castration-Resistant Prostate Cancer (mCRPC)
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Dosimetry Required Prior to Administration of 

High-specific-activity I-131 MIBG (AZEDRA®)

▪ First and only FDA approved drug 

– AZEDRA is a radioactive therapeutic agent indicated for the treatment of adult and pediatric 

patients 12 years and older with iobenguane scan positive, unresectable, locally advanced or 

metastatic pheochromocytoma or paraganglioma who require systemic anticancer therapy

▪ Dosimetric dose (> 50kg: 5 or 6 mCi; ≤ 50kg: 0.1 mCi/kg) 

– Acquire anterior/posterior whole body gamma camera images within 1 hour of the dosimetric

dose and prior to patient voiding (Day 0; Scan 1)

– Acquire additional images on Day 1 or 2 following patient voiding (Scan 2)

– Acquire additional images between Days 2-5 following patient voiding (Scan 3) 

– Therapeutic dose adjustment based on dosimetry radiation dose estimates to normal organs 

using data extracted from the 3 scans

▪ Therapeutic dose (> 62.5kg: 500 mCi; ≤ 62.5kg: 8 mCi/kg)

– Administered as two doses 90 days apart 
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High-specific-activity I-131 MIBG (AZEDRA):

Post-marketing Commitments

▪ Myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) or acute leukemias

– Reported in 6.8% of the 88 patients who received a therapeutic dose of 

AZEDRA (total range: 897.1-1032.54 mCi)

– Time range from administration of the first therapeutic AZEDRA dose to the 

development of MDS or acute leukemia: 1 – 7 years 

– Each of the patients had prior exposure to a range of treatments

➢ Low specific activity I-131 MIBG, external beam radiation therapy, and/or 

chemotherapy

▪ Observational study to assess the risk of secondary malignancies following 

treatment with AZEDRA is underway

– Study duration ~10 years from the first therapeutic dose of AZEDRA
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• Patient Population

PSMA-avid mCRPC men who are chemotherapy-

naïve and progressed on abiraterone. PSMA-avidity 

will be determined based on assessment of 18F-

DCFPyL PET imaging during screening

• Primary Objective
Safety and efficacy of 131I 1095 
radiotherapy in conjunction with 
enzalutamide compared to enzalutamide
alone

• Dosimetry Assessment

Concurrent with first therapeutic dose 

• 1095 Therapeutic Dose
100 mCi/dose every 8 weeks for up to four 
doses based on dosimetry evaluation and 
dose-limiting toxicities

131I 1095
+

Enzalutamide
(N=80)

2:1 Randomization

Survival follow-up ~1 year

Enrollment

Perform 18F-DCFPyl PET

Phase 2 ARROW Study

Enzalutamide
(N=40)

ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT03939689

Theranostics: PSMA Targeted Imaging (PyL) and Therapeutics (1095)
ARROW is a multicenter, randomized, phase 2 clinical trial of 1095 in metastatic 

castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC)



Normal tissue toxicity –

normal tissue limits from low-dose rate 

radiation effects

Marjan Boerma, PhD

University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences

Division of Radiation Health



Adverse effects of ionizing radiation

Stochastic

▪ Chance of adverse effect increases with increasing radiation dose

Deterministic

▪ Tissue degeneration

▪ Short-term and long-term

▪ Threshold radiation dose

▪ Once above threshold, severity increases with increasing dose



Normal tissue toxicity from radionuclide therapy

Bone marrow - Kesavan and Turner, Cancer Biother Radiopharm 2016;31:189-198

▪ Neuroendocrine tumors

▪ Indium-111-octreotide; Yttrium-90-DOTATOC; Lutetium-177-DOTATATE

▪ Short-term myelotoxicity in 221 of 2225 patients

▪ Myelodysplastic syndrome and/or acute leukemia in 32 of 2225 patients

Salivary glands - Kratochwil et al., J Nucl Med 2018;59:795-802

▪ Metastatic prostate cancer

▪ Actinium-225-PSMA [prostate-specific membrane antigen]

▪ Xerostomia in 4 of 40 patients



Normal tissue injury depends on many factors

▪ Type of radiation

▪ Energy

▪ Dose

▪ Dose rate

▪ Fractionation

▪ Normal tissue sensitivity to radiation

▪ Type of biological endpoint

▪ Additional risk factors

▪ Combinations with other anti-cancer treatments



Biological properties of ionizing radiation

γ-rays

γ-H2Ax

α-particles

γ-H2Ax

Rad51

α+β

γ-H2Ax



Dose rate in radionuclide therapy is not constant

Eberlein et al., Eur J Nucl Med Mol Imaging 2015;42:1739-1749

Lutetium-177-DOTATATE (b)



Influence of dose rate on biological response

Friesen et al., Eur J Nucl Med Mol Imaging 

2003;30:1251-1261
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β-radiation (10 Gy)

Nair et al., Int J Mol Sci 2019;20(21)

0.4 Gy/min

0.015 Gy/min

neutrons

Human lymphocytes

γ-H2Ax foci: DNA double strand breaks



Low dose, low dose rate radiation in epidemiology

Nuclear facility emergency workers, uranium miners, radiation workers

NCRP Scientific Committee 1-25 

Shore et al., Health Phys 2019;116:235-246

▪ Solid cancer and leukemia (29 studies) → support for linear no-threshold model

▪ Ischemic heart disease (16 studies) → excess relative risk in 2 studies

Little et al., Environ Health Perspect 2012;120:1503-1511

▪ Ischemic heart disease (18 studies) → excess relative risk in 5 studies



Animal models of chronic external low-dose rate exposures

Michael Weil, PhD

Colorado State University

Californium-252 source, neutrons 1 mGy/day 

Rupak Pathak, PhD

University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences

Cesium-137 source, γ-rays 16 mGy/day



Animal models of chronic external low-dose rate exposures

Adam Chicco, PhD, Colorado State University

Female BALB/C mice 

Echocardiography 400 days after initiation neutron exposure (1 mGy/day) 



Normal tissue limits from external radiation therapy

Emami, Reports of Radiother Oncol 2013;1:35-48

Organ Endpoint Rate (%) Dose-volume
Mean dose 

(Gy)

Lung Pneumonitis 5
V5 <42%

V20 <22%
7

Heart
Pericarditis

Cardiac mortality

<15

<1

V30 <46%

V25 <10%
<26

Kidney Renal dysfunction <5 <18

MeV X-rays, linear accelerators, standard fractionation



Fractionated radiation therapy

Tumor

Normal tissueD
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X



Dose rate and biological equivalent dose (BED)

Linear Quadratic model

BED = 𝐷𝑖 × (1 + (𝐺 × 𝐷𝑖)/( Τα β))

Di: dose per cycle

G: factor for decaying source

BED = σ𝑖𝐷𝑖 + Τβ α × Τ𝑇 Τ1 2 𝑟𝑒𝑝 𝑇 Τ1 2 𝑟𝑒𝑝 + 𝑇 Τ1 2 𝑒𝑓𝑓 ×σ𝑖𝐷𝑖
2

Di: dose per cycle

T1/2rep: repair half-time of sublethal damage

T1/2eff: effective half-life of radiopharmaceutical in the normal tissue



Radionuclide therapy - normal tissue limits

Kidney - Van Binnebeek et al., Eur J Nucl Med Mol Imaging 2014;41:1141-1157

▪ Neuroendocrine tumors

▪ Yttrium-90-DOTATOC (b)

▪ BED of 40 Gy safe

Barone et al., J Nucl Med 2005;46 Suppl 1:99-106



Additional risk factors and normal tissue toxicity

Kidney - Bodei et al., Eur J Nucl Med Mol Imaging 2008;35:1847-1856

▪ Neuroendocrine tumors

▪ Yttrium-90-DOTATOC (b)

▪ Risk factors: hypertension, diabetes, age,

renal morphological abnormalities



Conclusions

▪ Normal tissue radiation injury depends on several properties of the 

radiation and normal tissue/patient

▪ Type of radiation, dose rate, fractions

▪ Sensitivity of normal tissue, additional risk factors

▪ While external radiation exposures give us some insight in normal 

tissue limits, we need to be careful extrapolating to targeted 

radionuclide therapy





Concepts in radiation biology and radiation protection

▪ Radioactivity: Becquerel (Bq) = number of decays per second

▪ Curie = 3.7 × 1010 Bq

▪ Absorbed dose: Gray (Gy) = Joule/kg (1 Gy = 100 Rad)

▪ Equivalent dose: Sievert (Sv) (1 Sv = 100 Rem) 

Absorbed dose × radiation weighting factor

▪ Relative biological effectiveness (RBE): ratio of absorbed doses of 

two types of radiation that produce the same biological effect



Radiation weighting factors

Radiation type Radiation weighting factor

Photons 1

Electrons 1

Protons 2 / 5

Alpha particles 5 / 20

Neutrons 5-20 (function of neutron energy)



Normal tissue toxicity from radionuclide therapy

Bone marrow - Kesavan and Turner, Cancer Biother Radiopharm 2016;31:189-198

▪ Neuroendocrine tumors

▪ Indium-111-octreotide; Yttrium-90-DOTATOC; Lutetium-177-DOTATATE

▪ Short-term myelotoxicity in 221 of 2225 patients

▪ Myelodysplastic syndrome and/or acute leukemia in 32 of 2225 patients

Salivary glands - Kratochwil et al., J Nucl Med 2018;59:795-802

▪ Metastatic prostate cancer

▪ Actinium-225-PSMA

▪ Xerostomia in 4 of 40 patients



Adverse effects of low radiation doses

▪ Japanese atomic bomb survivors 

▪ Nuclear facility emergency workers 

▪ Uranium miners

▪ Radiation workers 

Shore et al., Health Phys 2019;116:235-246

Little et al., Environ Health Perspect 2012;120:1503-1511



Estimate of threshold dose in epidemiology

NCRP Scientific Committee 1-25 

Shore et al., Health Phys 2019;116:235-246

▪ low dose/low dose rate studies

▪ Solid cancer + leukemia (29) → support for 

linear no-threshold (LNT) model

▪ Ischemic heart disease (16) → data not 

consistent enough to reach any conclusion 

on the use of the LNT model

Schöllnberger et al., 

Radiat Environ Biophys 2018;57:17-29



Influence of dose rate on biological response

Tseng et al., Redox Biol 2013;1:153-162

Human neural stem cells, protons (250 MeV)

20-25 cGy/min; 20-25 cGy/hour

Reactive oxygen + nitrogen species



Animal models of chronic external low-dose rate exposures

Michael Weil, PhD

Colorado State University

Californium-252 source, neutrons 1 mGy/day 

Rupak Pathak, PhD

University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences

Cesium-137 source, γ-rays 16 mGy/day



Animal models of chronic external low-dose rate exposures

Adam Chicco, PhD, Colorado State University

Female BALB/C mice 

Echocardiography 400 days after initiation neutron exposure (1 mGy/day) 
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252Cf  with 2" TEPC

Measured distribution of dose vs LET in tissue. 

95% of the dose from the neutrons is delivered by recoil protons. This is illustrated by the broad 

distribution of LET below 100 keV/µm. 

The dose average LET is 68 keV/µm.



Radionuclide therapy - normal tissue limits

Kidney - Svensson et al., Nucl Med Biol 2012;39:756-762

▪ Nude female BALB/c mice

▪ Lutetium-177-DOTATATE

▪ Threshold dose of 24 Gy (37 Gy BED)



Experimental models of local radiation delivery

Saiki et al. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 2017;313:H392-H407 

Adeno-associated virus to express the sodium-iodide symporter in the heart 

→ Delivery of iodine-131 to the rat heart (10 or 20 Gy)

Saiki et al, Figure 2



Experimental models of local radiation delivery

Saiki et al. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 2017;313:H392-H407 

LV diastolic dysfunction

Myocardial fibrosis

Reduced microvascular density

Saiki et al, Figures 5 and 7

CVP: central venous pressure

LVEDP: Left ventricular end diastolic pressure



Agent Optimization: ADME, Dose 

and Decay 

Martin W. Brechbiel, Ph.D.



Balance 
Radionuclide T1/2 = Targeting Agent T1/2 



Can this be done……….

Yes……

Well…….physics limitations……radionuclides….

Maximize amount of radionuclide delivered to the target and 

retained at target to maximize decay time at target.

Rest is excretion, background, toxicity - waste

………and why do it at all?



What is the objective????

What is being treated?

Location?

Scale & size?

What is the best……….????



Periodic Table of the Elements

Milenic, DE, Brady, ED, and Brechbiel, MW Nature Rev. Drug Disc. 2004, 3, 488.



Choosing a Radionuclide

Criteria to Consider: 

• Emission Properties – Range & energy

• Half-life

• Availabity (realistically…)

• Available chemistry

• Economic considerations…..



a-Particles vs. b-Particles

The track of the a-particle in 

the cloud chamber photo is 

obviously shorter and denser 

than the low energy electron.



Initial b- Activity Required to Produce a Cure Probability 

of 0.9 at the Optimal Tumor Size – What b--emitter is best? 

1mm 2 3 4 5 10 20 30

177Lu     7.92 MBq/g

67Cu     10.1 MBq/g

131I     6.37 MBq/g

166Ho     4.83 MBq/g

186Re     4.97 MBq/g 90Y     2.43 MBq/g

b-

40mm

Choice of b--emitter is dependent on disease presentation and scale!

b--emitters are not effective against “small” disease; a-emitters fill this niche!

O’Donoghue, JA et al J. Nucl. Med. 1995, 36, 1902



a- vs b-Particle Radioimmunotherapy

a-Particle

50-80 m range

5-8 MeV

b-Particle

1-10 mm range

0.1-2.2 MeV

Milenic, DE, Brady, ED, and Brechbiel, MW Nature Rev. Drug Disc. 2004, 3, 488.



Choosing a Radionuclide

Criteria to Consider: 

• Emission Properties – Range & energy

• Half-life

• Availability (realistically…)

• Available chemistry

• Economic considerations…..



A Day Days Week

A Selection of b- -Emitters – Half-life and Emissions

Tsai et al, J Label Compd Radiopharm. 2018;61:693–714.



Hour(s) (212Pb) Week+ Weeks → (227Th)

A Selection of a-Emitters – Half-life and Emissions

Tsai et al, J Label Compd Radiopharm. 2018;61:693–714.



Choosing a Radionuclide

Criteria to Consider: 

• Emission Properties – Range & energy

• Half-life

• Availability (realistically…)

• Available chemistry

• Economic considerations…..



Availability (realistically…)

• Production anchors……149Tb, 211At, etc.

• Distribution and Shipping



Available chemistry 

• Correct chemistry is available for almost all 

radionucides that are “meaningful”

• A few need “tweaking”……….

• A few might not be possible….

• Issue #1 - getting everyone to use the 

correct chemistry

• Issue #2 – stop wasting resources 



Choosing a Radionuclide

Criteria to Consider: 

• Emission Properties – Range & energy

• Half-life

• Availability (realistically…)

• Available chemistry

• Economic considerations…..

• Cost to patient dose can be prohibitive



Choosing a Targeting Agent

Criteria to Consider: 

• Selectively Binds to a Target of Interest

• Acceptable PK/PD and Clearance

• Half-life & Residence Time (Internalization)

• Availability (realistically…)

• Economic considerations…..



A Selection of Targeting Agents – Serum Half-life 

Freise et. al., Molecular Immunology 67 (2015) 142–152 



D'Huyvetter, et. al., Theranostics 2014; 4(7): 708-720. doi: 10.7150/thno.8156

Nanobody vs. IgG -- Biodistributions

177Lu nanobody vs. 177Lu trastuzumab in HER2pos tumor bearing mice



Hu, et. al., Cancer Res. 1996, 56. 3055-3061

Minibody vs. Flex-minibody -- Biodistributions

123I labeled T84.66 minibodies in LS174T tumor bearing mice



Mean Residence Times

Diabody vs. minibody vs. sFv-Fc vs. IgG in LS174T tumor bearing mice

Williams, et. al., Cancer, Biother. Radiopharm. 2014, 29(3), 91- 98



Wu, A., Methods 65 (2014) 139–147

Targeting and Clearance by Minibody and Diabody vs. IgG.

124I-radiolabeled IgG and minibody, and 18F-radiolabeled diabody 

recognizing prostate stem cell antigen (PSCA) in athymic mice 

bearing LAPC-9 human prostate cancer tumors



Liu et. al., Bioorg Med Chem Lett 27 (2017) 4952–4955

Small Molecules, Peptides and their Ilk



Small Molecules, Peptides and their Ilk

Banerjee et. al., J Nucl Med 2015; 56:628–634



Random thoughts

• Most radionuclides of interest have adequate      

chemistry;
• Defining adequate……is it “good enough”……

• Balance;
• Within the context of application (disease presentation) vs. T1/2 

• There is no one radionuclide that fits all;
• Emission & T1/2 

• There is no one targeting agent that fits all;
• Contrary to some popular thought…..

• Can you predict what will work?
• Maybe…………………an informed opinion is possible.



In vitro screening cannot be 

used as a predictor of 

therapeutic activity of 

macromolecular conjugates 

in vivo

Duncan et. al., Anti-Cancer Drugs 1992, 3, 175.



Lots of Biodistribution and Therapy Studies!



A Pyscho-Duck Production
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Weill Cornell Medicine
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Phase 1 agents 
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December 16, 2019
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Phase 1 Clinical Trials- Definition, Design and Future 

Phase 1 Radiopharmaceuticals – Lutetium & Actinium  2019

Phase 1  – “Our Cornell 2019 experience” Actinium

Take Home



Phase 1 clinical Trial. 



Key Concepts 

Dose Limiting Toxicity (DLT): Toxicity that is considered unacceptable (due to severity and/or irreversibility) and limits 
further dose escalation

Recommended Phase II dose (RPTD): dose that will be used in subsequent phase II trials
For US: the MTD For Europe and Japan: one level dose below MTD

Pharmacodynamics (PD): “what the drug does to the body” e.g. nadir counts, non-hematologic toxicity, 
molecular correlates, imaging endpoints

Pharmacokinetics (PK):“what the body does to the drug” -absorption, distribution, metabolism and 
excretion
PK parameters: Cmax, AUC (drug exposure), t1/2, Clearance, etc.

Optimal biological dose (OBD): Dose associated with a pre-specified desired effect on a biomarker

Maximally Tolerated Dose (MTD): For US: the highest dose level at which ≤33% of patients 
experience DLT For Europe and Japan: the lowest dose level at which ≥33% of patients 
experience DLT



• Algorithmic Methods: all the rules determined ahead of time
• Model-based Methods: 

• a statistical model to determine the dose escalation, de-escalation or stay on a 
real-time basis

• allocate patients to a dose level using a targeted toxicity rate and a statistical 
model describing the dose– toxicity relationship between the dose levels

• Information from every patient at every dose level is used to decide the next 
dose. 

• Model- Assisted design: mixture of the previous two designs. The dose 
escalation/de-escalation rules have been determined using a statistical model 
before conductin the trial.

Phase I clinical trials design



Start with the 
lower dose 
N= 3 patients 

DLT 
reported?

YES NO

Continue dose 
escalation with 

N=3 patients until 
DLT reported

Add N=3 patients 
in the same dose 

level

DLT 
reported?

YES NO

Continue dose 
escalation with N=3 

patients until DLT 
reported

1 pt 2 or 3 pt

Stop. 
Previous dose level 

recommended

Stop. 
Previous dose level 

recommended

Traditional 3 +3



Is there an advantage to these 
methods in RLT and where is the guidance?



Phase 1 Clinical Trials- Definition, Design, Future 
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Take Home



Lutetium Phase I studies



Lutetium Phase I studies 



Actinium Phase I studies 
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Phase I dose−escalation trial of 225Ac−J591 in patients with metastatic 
castration−resistant prostate cancer

PI:  S. Tagawa

Design: Accelerated dose – escalation design followed by a 3+3 design  

Accelerated dose- escalation design:
• Cohorts consist of a single subject  
• Monitor for AE
• If no > grade 1 at least possibly related AE occurs within 8 weeks escalate to the next dose level
• Continue with single subject cohorts and switch to 3 + 3 design when 

• There is grade > 1 attributable toxicity 
• OR enrollment in Cohort 5 (whichever occurs first)

Dose Escalation Design 

3 + 3 Design 3 mo.



Single Subject Cohort 1:
13.3 KBq/Kg or  0.36 μCi/Kg 

*weekly x2 weeks, then every 2 weeks for one 
month, at 8 and 12 weeks, then every 4 weeks 
for next 3 months and then every 6 months

Monitor for AEs*

Grade >1 attributable toxicity

Single Subject Cohort 2:
26.7 KBq/Kg or 0.72 μCi/Kg 

Dose Escalation Design 

Single Subject Cohort 3:
40.0 KBq/Kg or 1.08 μCi/Kg 

Grade >1 attributable toxicity

Grade >1 attributable toxicity

Single Subject Cohort 4:
53.3 KBq/Kg or 1.44 μCi/Kg 

Start with the cohort 
5 dose or any previous 
dose level with > 
grade 1 attributable 
toxicity
N= 3 patients 

DLT 
reported?

YES NO

Continue dose 
escalation with 

N=3 patients until 
DLT reported

Add N=3 patients 
in the same dose 

level

DLT 
reported?

YES NO

Continue dose 
escalation with N=3 

patients until DLT 
reported

1 pt 2 or 3 pt

Stop. 
Previous dose level 

recommended

Stop. 
Previous dose level 

recommended

3 + 3 design 

YES

NO

NO

Grade >1 attributable toxicity

Grade >1 attributable 
toxicity

YES

YES

NO

YES

Switch to 3 + 3 design
Subject Cohort 5:66.7KBq/Kg or 1.8 μCi/Kg 

NO

Switch to 3 + 3 
design – same 

dose level

Switch to 3 + 3 
design – same 

dose level

Switch to 3 + 3 
design – same 

dose level

Switch to 3 + 3 
design – same 

dose level



• Reduce exposure to subtherapeutic doses of study drug. 
• The design of the 3+3 dose-escalation stage is to reduce the chance of 

escalating the dose when the probability of DLT is high, and increase the 
chance of escalating the dose when the probability of DLT is low. 

• The maximum tolerated dose is defined as the highest dose level with an 
observed incidence of DLT in no more than one out of six patients treated at a 
particular dose level. 

Advantages of the Accelerated dose – escalation design 
followed by a 3+3 design
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Take home and questions

• Using Lutetium and Actinium as source terms, there is a clear growth in the 
utilization and targets for RLT

• Traditional 3+3 continues to be the main source of design for these trials, but 
algorithmic trial designs may become/should become more than journal fodder.

• Should there be other means to better aggregate information about Phase I 
trials? Prior to publication information is scant.

• Should there be more support for the growth of algorithmic trial designs and 
understanding of Optimal biological dose given some lessons from 
immunotherapy trials?



Joseph R. Osborne M.D., Ph.D.
Chief, Molecular Imaging and Therapeutics
Department of Radiology
NewYork-Presbyterian Hospital/
Weill Cornell Medicine

Landscape analysis: 
Phase 1 agents 
Third Targeted Radiotherapy Conference,

December 16, 2019



TheranosticsRadiopharmaceuticals – injectable ligand-directed 

targeted delivery of radiation specifically to cancer cells

”targets”
Antibodies
Minibodies
fAbs
Peptides
Small molecules
RNA aptamers
Peptimers

”ligands”



177Lu
90Y/86Y

Cover article, JNM November 1, 2017; 58(11)

Curative Multicycle Radioimmunotherapy
Monitored by Quantitative SPECT/CT-based
Theranostics Using Bispecific Antibody
Pretargeting Strategy in Colorectal Cancer

Courtesy Sarah Cheal PhD, MSKCC

Bispecific mAb Pretargeting
Anti-tumor/anti-DOTA



203Pb-DOTATOC 203Pb-VMT-𝛂-NET

24H

203Pb-DOTATOC 203Pb-VMT-𝛂-NET 203Pb-VMT-𝛂-NET Blocking

3H
500

0

Radiopeptides

High target affinity; Fast pharmacokinetics

Low other organ dose



Why might Individual subjected low dose 
radiation exposure be prone to neurocognitive 

complications? 

Some clues come from the clinical literature that 

indicate patients subjected to cranial 

radiotherapy exhibit alterations in cognition, 

mood, anxiety and depression.

Other hints come from the aging and 

neurodegeneration literature where many of 

these same changes can be linked to disruptions 

in neuronal structure.



Dendritic complexity is reduced 1 month following 

low dose proton irradiation



Persistent reductions in  

mPFC spine density

6-15 weeks after 

charged particle 

irradiation

6 weeks post-exposure

15 weeks post-exposure



Persistent neuroinflammation 

lasting 15, 27 and 52 weeks 

52 weeks

Exp. Neurol 2018 Jul;305:44-55



1

Targeting Strategies for Radionuclide Delivery 

Panel Discussion for 3rd TRT

Qing Liang, PhD, DABR
VP, Radiation Sciences, Actinium Pharmaceuticals

qliang@actiniumpharma.com

Dec 16th 2019
NCI, Shady Grove, MD



2Actinium 

Pharmaceuticals

Targeted Conditioning and Therapy with Antibody Radio-Conjugates

♦ Target selection and the appropriate targeting agents

♦ Selection of the right isotope warhead:

– Tumor killing effects

– Half life and energy (range)

– Toxicity to normal tissue

– Feasibility of dosimetry

– Production and transportation

♦ Other considerations for clinical studies

– Single agent vs. combination therapy

– Radio-Immunology effects and radiobiology effects

Leukemic Bone Marrow 

Strategies



3Actinium 

Pharmaceuticals

Targeted Conditioning with I-131 Labeled Antibody

♦ CD45 expressed on all hematopoietic cells except platelets and red blood cells

♦ Apamistamab (BC8) binds all isoforms of CD45

♦ Myeloablative conditioning regimen for BMT

– Ongoing Phase III trial (SIERRA) in r/r AML with minimal non-hematopoietic

toxicity and high engraftment outcome

♦ Lymphodepletion for CAR-T, planned Phase I

Iomab-B (131-I Apamistamab)

I-131, 8 day half  life, betas: primary 606 keV, 0.8 mm range 

Imaging based 

personalized 

dosimetry



4Actinium 

Pharmaceuticals

Targeted Conditioning and Therapy with Ac-225 Labeled Antibody

♦ Lintuzumab-Ac225 targets CD33

♦ CD33 expressed on myeloid lineage cells in virtually 100%

of AML and MDS patients

♦ Alpha particles can directly generate lethal DNA double

strand breaks

♦ Imaging based patient dosimetry not available for Ac-225

Actimab-A (225-Ac Lintuzumab)

Ac-225, 10 day half  life, 4 alpha produced (5.8-7.1 MeV),

100 keV/mm LET, ~50-80 μm range

Venetoclax

CLAG-M



Clinical Trials Design:
Safety considerations and Use of 

Quantitative imaging 
Neeta Pandit-Taskar, MD

Attending, Molecular Imaging and Therapy, 
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, NY

Professor, Radiology, Weil Cornell Medical Center, NY
Clinical Director, Radioimmunoscintigraphy and Theranostics, 

Ludwig Center for Cancer Immunotherapy, 
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center  

Member Researcher, Parker Institute for Cancer Immunotherapy, MSK



Disclosures

• Consultant/Advisory board/Honoraria 
(Current/Past): 

Ymabs; Progenics, Bayer, Medimmune/AZ, Actinium 
pharma 

• Sponsored trials/Research support: Imaginab, 
Genentech, Actinium pharma 



Safety 

Aim: To limit toxicities
Radiopharmaceuticals
• Systemic distribution 
• Normal organ exposures to radiation

– Biodistribution dependent

• Organ and Marrow toxicity 



Treatment dosing 
• therapy
• Dose regimes are 

established 

Radiation therapy
• Dose regimes established
• Multiple fixed dose cycles

– Based on absorbed dose to 
be administered 

• Dose planning 
– Tools/ Methodology well 

established 

• Universally applied 



Treatment dosing 
• therapy
• Dose regimes are e

Radiopharmaceutical therapy
• Dose regimes established ?? 

– Single vs Multiple fixed dose 
cycles??

– Variable dose based on personal 
dosimetry?? 

– Based on tumor absorbed dose  vs 
critical organ doses?? 

• Dose estimates 
– Tools/ Methodology established ?? 

• Universally applied ?? 



Radiopharmaceutical dosimetry

• Specific to each targeting agent due to physiological uptake 

• Biodistribution variation

– patient to patient

– Intrapatient between cycles

– Normal organ functional status 

– Disease burden 



Safety 
Phase I vs phase II/ III studies
• Phase I – long term toxicities?

– Biodistribution
– Phase 2 dose finding:

• Dosing schema 

• Critical organ dose limiting 
• Generally would need rigorous quantitative imaging

– Include pre and post therapy imaging  

Best achievable tumor dose
Maximum dose using 
MTD for  normal 
organs/Bone marrow 



Safety 
Phase II/ III studies
• Efficacy –
• PFS/ OS
• Sort and long term toxicities 
• Would we need rigorous quantitative imaging or can it be simplified ?  

– Post therapy imaging 
– As best as practicably achievable  
– Interim dosimetry
– Responders vs non responders

Are we getting desired 
tumor responses

Minimize dose to 
normal organs 



Pretherapy Imaging 

• Theranostic companion diagnostic imaging 
• Enables assessment of targeting
• Allows for patient selection
• Understanding of variation of uptake in lesions: 

heterogeneity
• Quantitative-

– Predict  response? 

• Establish biodistribution and kinetics: organs and lesions
– Can we predict dose / RAD delivered for therapy doses



Radiopharmaceutical treatment doses 

• Fixed flat doses: single vs 
multiple cycles

• Weight based ?    

• Whole body doses or 
organ limiting  ?

• Blood dose limiting?

• Lesion dose vs blood dose  

• How to decide no of cycles?  
– Dosimetry?

• What dose level? 
– Dosimetry?

– Determined by dosimetry ?



Radiopharmaceutical dosimetry
Fixed dosing

• Ease of administering   
– No imaging /dosimetry- lower cost and time  
– Effective?

• Would the results be better if personalized dosimetry? 



Radiopharmaceutical dosimetry
Fixed dosing

• Lutathera-

Dose1

200 
mCi

Dose 2

200 mCi

Dose 3

200mCi

Dose 4
200 mCi

No Dosimetry vs 
Post treatment imaging 



Radiopharmaceutical dosimetry
Fixed dosing

• 177-Lu PSMA (VISION Trial)
– 7.4 GBq (±10%) 177Lu-PSMA-617 intravenously every 

6 weeks (±1 week) for a maximum of 6 cycles. After 4 
cycles, patients will be assessed for (1) evidence of 
response, (2) residual disease, and (3) tolerance to 
177Lu-PSMA-617. If all 3 assessments are met the 
patient may receive an additional 2 cycles of 177Lu-
PSMA-617.



PRRT Dosimetry techniques

Marin et al 2018



Radiopharmaceutical dosimetry

• Blood dosimetry- for hematologic toxicity

– Blood sampling vs image based

• Lesion based dosimetry  

– Dose response relationship 



Radiopharmaceutical dosimetry
Practical Limitations 

• Need multiple scans
• Dose calculations

– Highly variable methodology
– No firm recommendations available

• Time and resources
• Expertise 
• Training 
• When to perform? 

– Predosing 
– Post dosing
– Prior to all cycles?



Radiopharmaceutical dosimetry
challenges- feasibility and convenience? 



Azedra
Three sequential scans 
after dosimetry dose

Anterior and 
Posterior  Whole 
body scan  

Medium or high 
energy collimator
15 cm/min-10 
cm/min-5 cm/min

Contours are liver, 
both lungs, kidney, 
whole body , 
standard

Imaging standard 
scan to correct 
physical decay



Organ Dose Calculation Prior to Therapeutic Dose: 
HSA-Iobenguane I-131

Does the weight based treatment dose 
need reduction?
• Determine Critical Organ Limits 

• Does the estimated critical organ absorbed exceed the -dose is less limits  designated 
(Table)?   No: No dose reduction needed

– Yes: dose reduction needed 

Reduced Therapeutic Total Activity=

Aw × [T ÷ {Aw × D (organ)} 



~7 days

SIERRA Iomab-B Treatment Schedule
Internal Use Only

Iomab-B 
(~10-20 mCi)

3 sequential imaging:
Day 0, day 1 and day 3-4 post 

dosimetric infusion

Iomab-B 
(24 Gy to liver, mean~600mCi)

FLU
30 mg/m2/d

TBI
200 
cGy

Dosimetric

Therapy 
Dose RIC HCT

-4-12 to HCT -3 -2 -1 0

Iomab-B Specific Standard Transplant Procedure

~12 days

Immunosuppression

RIC: Reduced Intensity Conditioning      FLU: Fludarabine       TBI: Total Body Irradiation       HCT: Hematopoietic Cell Transplant

Therapy dose individualized and calculated based on upper limit of 24 Gy liver exposure

Days from HCT



Optimizing Dosimetry Imaging in High-dose Radioimmunotherapy 

Using the Novel, Anti-CD45 Re-induction and Targeted Conditioning 

Agent Iodine (131I) Apamistamab [Iomab-B] in Patients 55 Years or 

Older with Active, Relapsed or Refractory Acute Myeloid Leukemia 
(SIERRA Phase III Trial)

Neeta Pandit-Taskar1, Susan Passalaqua2, Gregory Wiseman3, Norbert Avril4, Wendell Yap5, Ming-Kai Chen, MD, PhD6,

Robert H. Wagner, MD7, Mona Natwa8, Beth Chasen, MD9, Dominick Lamonica, MD10, Sandy Konerth11, Darrell R. Fisher,

PhD12, Mark S. Berger, MD13, Vijay Reddy, MD., Ph.D13, Landis Griffeth14.
1Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY, USA, 2Banner MD Anderson Cancer Center, Gilbert, AZ, USA, 3Mayo

Clinic Rochester, Rochester, MN, USA, 4University Hospital Cleveland, Cleveland, OH, USA, 5University of Kansas Medical

Center, Kansas City, KS, USA, 6Yale New Haven Hospital, New Haven, CT, USA, 7Loyola University Medical Center, Maywood,

IL, USA, 8Ohio State University Medical Center, Columbus, OH, USA, 9MD Anderson Cancer Center, Bellaire, TX, USA,
10Roswell Park Cancer Institute, Buffalo, NY, USA, 11Versant Physics, Kalamazoo, MI, USA, 12Richland, WA, USA, 13Actinium

Pharmaceuticals, New York, NY, USA, 14Baylor University Medical Center, Dallas, TX, USA.



Measure I-131 activity 
in major source 

organs and the whole 
body

Plot the sequential 
time-activity data for 

each organ

Fit data by regression 
analysis and integrate 
the fitted functions to 
yield total decays to 

each organ

Calculate all organ 
and whole-body doses 

using appropriate 
MIRD-schema 

software

Therapeutic dose 
(mCi) determined by 

Max Liver dose=2,400 
cGy

Max spleen 
dose=4,800 cGy

Organ Dose and Therapeutic Dose 

Determination

Organ activity information is 
obtained from each image taken 
after dosimetric infusion and then 
analyzed to find the best fit for the 
data.



131 I MIBG

123 I MIBG

Pandit-Taskar, N et al. CNM 2017



Alpha emitters

• dosimetry/ Quantitative imaging

– Appropriate theranostic imaging pair is needed 
PET vs SPECT 

– Post therapy imaging? 

• Challenge  



•Nilsson S et al. Clin 
Cancer Res. 2005 Jun 
15;11(12):4451-9. 

Phase I Study 
Radium-223

Imaging: gamma 

peak 154 and 

269 Kev

219 Rn daughter: 

271Kev 

X ray 81 and 84 

Kev



First-In-Human Study: PSMA-TTC (NCT 03724747)

An open-label, first-in-human, multicenter, Phase I study to evaluate the safety, 

tolerability, pharmacokinetics, and antitumor activity of PSMA-TTC in patients with 

mCRPC (recruiting)

ECOG PS, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status; mCRPC, metastatic castration-
resistant prostate cancer; MTD, maximum tolerated dose;
PSMA-TTC, prostate-specific membrane antigen-thorium conjugate.
ClinicalTrials.gov. NCT03724747. Available at: https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03724747. 
Accessed March 2019.

Primary objective: To determine the safety and 

tolerability and MTD of PSMA-TTC

Dose escalation 

Th-227 dose escalated to the MTD

Starting antibody dose: 50 mg

(Dose range: 20–100 mg)

Patient population
N=108 (planned)

• Documented progression of mCRPC

• At least 1, but no more than 2, prior 

taxane regimens

• Previous treatment with at least one 

novel androgen axis drug (NAAD)

• ECOG PS: 0 or 1

Dose expansion
Selection of dose/regimen based 

on data from dose escalation 

Expansion Cohort 1

Dose/Regimen 1

Expansion Cohort 2

Dose/Regimen 2

Imaging in 
subgroup



Combination therapies

• Safety/ Toxicities: 
– Is there a role for Quantitative imaging

• Pretherapy imaging

• Vs Post therapy imaging

• Interim. Mid cycle

• Chemo + RPT-
– alpha emitters (Radium 223)



Clinical Trials
• Design schema? 

– 3+3 or modified

– Rapid dose escalation 

• Quantitative imaging: 

– Lesion/ disease burden based selection of 
patients?



Radiopharmaceutical dosimetry
when and how much? 

Research Vs Clinical implementation

Need to balance the practical aspects 
• cost, time and less resource 

intensive
• Widespread usage at different 

centers with varying facilities
• Community setting practice
• Patient convenience



Quantitative imaging : AI/Machine 
learning 

• Can we predict dosimetry based on 
disease spectrum, uptake patterns 
and lesion size and number 

• Modeling



Challenges remain

• Lack of universal consensus 
guidelines/approach

• Varying Dosimetric methods 

• Dosimetry assessment tools-software 



Summary
• Precision medicine requires personalized approach
• Dosimetry is critical to establish dosing regimes
• Dosimetry should be rigorous in the developmental phase/ 

clinical trials 
– Aimed at the critical organs and lesion dosing

• Data to enable optimization of dosing
– Reasonable dosimetry approach in clinical setting 

• A practical and simplified approach would be needed for a 
wider clinical implementation of therapies

• Focused effort to optimize the use of dosimetry –
clinicians/ NM physicians/physicists



END
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Landscape Analysis:

Summary of Phase 2 & 3 

AgentsErik Mittra, MD, PhD

Associate Professor | Diagnostic Radiology

Section Chief | Nuclear Medicine & Molecular Imaging



2

Outline

• Methodology

• Findings

– Radioisotopes

– Ligands

– Cancer types

– Examples



3

Methodology

• ClinicalTrials.Gov

• “Radionuclide or radioisotope therapy”

• Phase 2 and 3

• Recruiting or not yet recruiting

• Interventional



4

Results

• 20 clinical trials

• 6 Phase 1/2, 12 Phase 2, and 2 Phase 3

• 3 Isotopes

• 8 Ligands/targets

• 8 Cancer types

• 15 single & 3 multi-institution

• 11 Single group, 6 randomized, 3 non-randomized

• Nov 2004 – Nov 2019
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Radioisotopes

• 3 different ones

• 17: Lutietim 177

• 2: Copper 67

• 1: Yttrium 90
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Ligand/Target

• 8 different ones

• 10: DOTATATE

• 3: DOTATOC

• 2: PSMA-617

• 2: SARTATE

• 1: edotreotide

• 1: NeoB

• 1: J591

• 1: lilotomab
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Cancer types

• 8 different ones

• 8: GEP-NETs

• 5: NET unspecified

• 3: Meningioma

• 2: Prostate

• 2: Neuroblastoma

• 1: Lymphoma

• 1: Medulloblastoma

• 1: Solid tumors unspecified
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Study location

• 15 single and 3 multi-institution trials

• 3 worldwide trials

• 4: United States

• 3: Australia

• 2: Canada, Italy, Poland

• 1: France, Belgium, China
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Sample size and type

• Range: 6 – 400

• Average: 98

• 11 Single group, 6 randomized, and 3 non-randomized
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Phase 3: 2 trials
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COMPETE

• Location: Worldwide

• Institution: Multi-site

• Allocation: Randomized

• Enrollment: 300

• Cancer type: SSTR+ GEP-NETs

• Radiopharmaceutical: Lu177-edotreotide

• Goal: Comparison of PRRT with Everolimus



12

LuMEn

• Location: Belgium

• Institution: Single-site

• Allocation: Single group

• Enrollment: 39

• Cancer type: GEP-NETs

• Radiopharmaceutical: Lu177-DOTATATE

• Goal: Does DOTATATE/FDG PET, MRI, and Lu177 

SPECT/CT dosimetry predict treatment outcome?
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Phase 2: 12 trials



14

CONTROL NETS

• Location: Australia

• Institution: Multi-site

• Allocation: Randomized

• Enrollment: 72

• Cancer type: GEP-NETs

• Radiopharmaceutical: Lu177-DOTATATE

• Goal: Comparison of PRRT + CAPTEM versus (i) CAPTEM alone 

for pNETs, or (ii) PRRT alone for mid-gut NETs



15

• Location: France

• Institution: Single-site

• Allocation: Randomized

• Enrollment: 80

• Cancer type: GEP-NETs

• Radiopharmaceutical: Lu177-DOTATATE

• Goal: PRRT vs sunitinib in well-differentiated pNETs



16

• Location: United States

• Institution: Single-site

• Allocation: Single group

• Enrollment: 46

• Cancer type: NETs, meningioma, neuroblastoma, 

medulloblastoma

• Radiopharmaceutical: Y90-DOTATOC

• Goal: Dosimetry-guided PRRT for above cancers

University of Iowa
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Phase 1/2: 6 trials



18

NeoRay

• Location: Worldwide

• Institution: Multi-site

• Allocation: Non-randomized

• Enrollment: 71

• Cancer type: GRPR+ solid tumors

• Radiopharmaceutical: Lu177-NeoB

• Goal: Safety, tolerability, distribution, dosimetry, and 

anti-tumor activity
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Lilotomab satetraxetan

• Location: Worldwide

• Institution: Multi-site

• Allocation: Randomized

• Enrollment: 204

• Cancer type: Follicular lymphoma

• Radiopharmaceutical: Lu177-lilotimab

• Goal: Dose-escalation (Phase 1) and safety/efficacy 

(Phase II)
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SARTATE

• Location: Australia

• Institution: Single-site

• Allocation: Single group

• Enrollment: 6

• Cancer type: Meningioma

• Radiopharmaceutical: Cu67-SARTATE

• Goal: Safety and tolerability of Cu64/Cu67-SARTATE, up 

to 4 cycles



Summary

• Limited Phase 3 studies: PSMA-617 and edotreotide

• Many Phase 2 studies: DOTATATE / DOTATOC

• Growing Phase 1/2 studies: Novel ligands/targets

• Isotopes: Mostly all Lu177, few Cu67, one Y90

• Indications: Mostly all NETs, some prostate, few other 
indications like meningioma, neuroblastoma, and 
lymphoma



Thank You



Clinical Trial Design Strategies: The Australian 
Experience 

Michael Hofman, MD (Peter MacCallum Cancer Center) 
by video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AaxPQepTFew&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AaxPQepTFew&feature=youtu.be


Clinical Trial Design Strategies: 

The German Experience

FOUNDED IN 1710

Prof. Dr. Winfried Brenner

Chair, Department of Nuclear Medicine

Director: Berlin Experimental 

Radionuclide Imaging Center

Faculty Graduate Schools:

BIOphysical Quantitative

Imaging Towards Clinical Diagnosis

Berlin School of Integrative Oncology



Clinical Trial Design Strategies: 

The German Experience

What is the German Experience?

Do we have a national clinical trial design strategy?

Or rather: Do we have a national clinical trial strategy?

Do we have specific German characteristics?

How does it work?

What can we learn?



successful translation of new theranostic radionuclide approaches into

routine clinical use during the last two decades – without marketing

authorization (due to company strategies and authorization costs) 

neuroendocrine tumors: 

Ga-68-DOTA-SRL and Y-90 / Lu-177-DOTA-SRL

prostate cancer:

Ga-68 / F-18-PSMA and Lu-177 / Ac-227-PSMA

multiple myeloma and lymphomas:

Ga-68-CXCR4 and Lu-177 / Y-90-CXCR4

congenital (hypoglycemic) hyperinsulinism:

Ga-68-Exendin and probe guided surgery

The German Experience

Ga-68-PSMA 

PET/MR



ENETS: Center of Excellence

Neuroendocrinology 2016;103

Requirements in nuclear medicine:

• SR-imaging: PET (SPECT)

• PRRT

implementation and first audit as CoE in 

Berlin in 2009 (first CoE in Europe)



Interdisziplinäre Leitlinie der Qualität S3 zur Früherkennung, Diagnose und Therapie der verschiedenen 

Stadien des Prostatakarzinoms Version 5.0 – April 2018 

Prostate Cancer: S3 Guideline and ASV for PET

„For re-staging after initial curative treatment, PET hybrid imaging with PSMA 

ligands may be used for assessment of tumor load and metastases, if the

results are expected to have impact on subsequent tumor treatment.“

ASV: specialized ambulant patient-centered care
§ 116b SGB V: Anlage 1.1 Buchstabe a, onkologische Erkrankungen – Tumorgruppe 3: urologische 

Tumoren vom 21. Dezember 2017, geändert am 18. April 2019

=> Reimbursement for Ga-68-PSMA PET/CT in specialized centers



NUB: new diagnostic und treatment methods

Lu-177-PSMA: Reimbursement via NUB

Nuklearmedizin 2016; 55:123-128

DGN Consensus 2016: 177Lu-PSMA-617 therapy, dosimetry and follow-up 

in patients with metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer

Reimbursement for Lu-177-PSMA as NUB treatment since 2017



Clinical Trial Design Strategies: 

The German Experience

What is the German Experience?

Do we have a national clinical trial design strategy?

Or rather: Do we have a national clinical trial strategy?



Local: Translational Research supported by DFG

Nuclear Medicine
BERIC - Berlin Experimental 

Radionuclide Imaging Center 

bench bedside

SPECT/CT

PET/CT

PET/MRI

Micro
SPECT/CT

Micro
PET/MRI

16-bed 
ward



National: German Centers for Health Research

Excellence Initiative of the German Ministry for Research and Science, 

launched in 2011

The guiding principle of the German Centres for Health Research is that 

research findings should be translated more quickly and effectively into 

medical care - from the research laboratory to the patient.

=> to speed up translation from basic science into clinical trials

currently 6 networks/consortia for major disease entities

German Cancer Consortium (DKTK)

German Centre for Diabetes Research

German Centre for Cardiovascular Research 

German Centre for Infection Research 

German Centre for Lung Research 

German Centre for Neurodegenerative Diseases



German Cancer Consortium (DKTK)

each consortium is lead by one organizing university medical center (UMC) 

supported by at least 5-6 other UMCs of excellence

German Cancer Consortium

lead center: Heidelberg

partners: Berlin, Dresden, Essen, Frankfurt, Freiburg, München (TU, 

LMU), Tübingen

grants for

organization (coordination; collaboration)

technical infrastructure

research calls: each call requires at least 3 partners from different UMC

=> strict requirements for multicenter trials with high statistical power



DKTK: PSMA PET Multicenter Clinical Trial

AMG study on Ga-68-PSMA as PET tracer for prostate cancer

=> data for future marketing authorization

only in sites with full GMP facilities und manufacturing authorisation

partners from DKTK (funded) and other UMC (non-funded)

patient recruitment (almost) finished

next step: central reading



Clinical Trial Design Strategies: 

The German Experience

What is the German Experience?

Do we have a national clinical trial design strategy?

Or rather: Do we have a national clinical trial strategy?

Do we have specific German characteristics?



non-approved drugs (Arzneimittelgesetz AMG)

• use within a clinical study – AMG §4(23) and §40 ff

=> requires “Herstellungserlaubnis” = manufacturing authorisation

• off-label or compassionate use and named patient basis program 

AMG §21(2.6) => requires „Herstellungserlaubnis“

• AMG §13-2b: any physician can use drugs which are produced under

his direct supervision and responsibility for a named patient

=> no „Herstellungserlaubnis“ necessary, GMP-similarity required

=> no (prospective) clinical studies allowed

Legal situation in Germany for medicinal drug use



Aim

Evaluate the efficacy and safety of 177Lu-Dotatate + SSAs (symptoms control)
compared to Octreotide LAR 60mg (off-label use)1 in patients with inoperable, 

somatostatin receptor positive, midgut NET, progressive under Octreotide LAR 

30mg (label use) 

NETTER -1 Trial:

N Engl J Med 376;2 (2017)

Non-approved Drugs: Clinical Studies

Hazard ratio: 0.21
[0.129 – 0.338] 

p < 0.001

79% reduction in 

the risk of 

disease 

progression/death



Therapy with

2 x 3.7 GBq

PSA: 

38 =>4.6 ng/ml

Eur J Nucl Med Mol Imaging 42: 987 (2015)

Non-approved Drugs: §13-2b



J Nucl Med 58:85-90 (2017)

Non-approved Drugs: §13-2b

• retrospective analysis only

• consensus-based treatment

via NUB

• no „Herstellungserlaubnis“

Rahbar K, Ahmadzadehfar H, Kratochwil C, Haberkorn U, 

Schäfers M, Essler M, Baum RP, Kulkarni HR, Schmidt M, 

Drzezga A, Bartenstein P, Pfestroff A, Luster M, Lützen U, 

Marx M, Prasad V, Brenner W, Heinzel A, Mottaghy FM, Ruf 

J, Meyer PT, Heuschkel M, Eveslage M, Bögemann M,

Fendler WP, Krause BJ



Cons: BfS – Radiation Protection

• radiation protection review after ethics approval by Bundesamt für 

Strahlenschutz (BfS)

• no defined timeline up to 2019 => review process of > 12 months for

many radionuclide studies (diagnostics and therapeutics!)

• => international multi-center studies often finished with patient

recruitment before BfS approval !

• current example: Phase 3 VISION Trial by Endocyte – so far no

patients included by German sites due to lack of BfS approval

• will change now after more than 15 years of political lobbying:

90 days for study review by BfS



Clinical Trial Design Strategies: 

The German Experience

What is the German Experience?

Do we have a national clinical trial design strategy?

Or rather: Do we have a national clinical trial strategy?

Do we have specific German characteristics?

How does it work?



• Article 1 Nr. 6-9 of the Directive 2001/83/EC and AMG §4(8)

• Lu-PSMA-617 is a medicinal drug

• use under certain regulations in medical institutions without

manufacturing authorisation (AMG §13(2b)) 

• „in-house“ production

• indications/prerequisites by DGN consensus based on majority

• progress under hormonal treatment and/or chemotherapy 

(docetaxel) and/or Ra-223

• recommended by an interdisciplinary tumor board 

• patient individual => not based on defined inclusion or exclusion 

criteria

PSMA: Production and Legal Aspects



AMG enables retrospective analysis

J Nucl Med 2019; 60:752–755



MDK Konsensus 2018

Urologe (2018) 57:709–713

MDK: Medical Supervision by

Health Care Providers



DGN Strategy: Quality Initiative

Radionuclide Therapy Centers: 

A strategic concept of the

German Society of Nuclear Medicine (DGN)

• close cooperation with MDK and national health insurance providers

• definition of required technical equipment, staff, expertise (number of

procedures) and interdisciplinary tumor boards

• standardization and harmonization of new treatment approaches

• establishing oncological expertise in nuclear medicine (1-year terms?)

=> high-quality radionuclide treatment in specialized and certified centers

=> certification by DGN (in analogy to the PET certificate as board substitute)

=> win-win for MDK and DGN



Clinical Trial Design Strategies: 

The German Experience

What is the German Experience?

Do we have a national clinical trial design strategy?

Or rather: Do we have a national clinical trial strategy?

Do we have specific German characteristics?

How does it work?

What can we learn?



Summary

• specific national drug regulations allow wide-spread use of non-approved

drugs => not transferable to other countries

• national research programs pushing translation from bench to bedside

• special health care provider programs for new complex methods

• active role of DGN in clinical trials and political lobbying

• organize trials, consensus on methods, joint publications, guidelines

• train your members, set the standards, build programs

• collaborate with and push national agencies

• lobbying for NM as an independent speciality - we are physicians !

Take The Lead and define the settings, Nucs !



Thank you for your attention !



Sue-Jane Wang, Ph.D.

Office of Translational Sciences
Office of Biostatistics – Liaison to CDER Biomarker Qualification Program

Division of Biometrics I – Acting Deputy Director

FDA Perspective: Clinical Trial Design for 
Targeted Radionuclide Therapy 

Development Considerations
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Outline

• Targeted Radionuclide Therapy

• Current Regulatory Practice 

• In-Parallel-With-Leveraging Paradigm

• An Illustration of Patient Selection Performance

• Tangible Imaging Drug Indication(s)

– Approved diagnostic imaging

– Investigational diagnostic imaging

• Interim Remarks

December 16, 2019SNMMI/NCI 3rd Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference
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Theranostics

• Theranostics is a combination of “therapeutic and diagnostics”

• nostics: imaging version of a radioactive drug called a 
radiopharmaceutical that identifies patients with presence of 
certain protein, e.g., SSTR+ receptor, in a disease, e.g., 
neuroendocrine tumor, serving as a target for cancer drug

• thera: therapeutic version of a radioactive drug called a 
radiopharmaceutical that targets cancer cells

• An example of recent regulatory approval:  

Lutetium Lu 177 Dotatate (LUTATHERA®, approval 2018)

Indication: treatment of somatostatin receptor-positive (SSTR+) 
gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (GEP-NETs) in adults

Used Ostreoscan® (approval 1994) to select GEP-NET adult patients w/ SSTR+

December 16, 2019SNMMI/NCI 3rd Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference
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Current Regulatory Practice 
with Potential Improvements

• From “Sequential” to “In Parallel With Leveraging” paradigm

“Diagnostic - Therapeutic Pair” for drug approvals

• Interests in leveraging therapeutic trials by aiming to
– Reduce combined development time for thera and nostics
– Improve design efficiency by addressing study objectives for 

therapeutics and diagnostics each
– Make additional imaging indications feasible for marketed 

diagnostic imaging drugs
– Establish test-retest reproducibility with analytical 

characterization: imaging (sub)study may be needed

December 16, 2019SNMMI/NCI 3rd Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference
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• Thera: Lutetium Lu 177 Dotatate (LUTATHERA®, approval 2018)

• Nostics: Indium In-111 Pentetreotide kit (Ostreoscan®, approval 1994)

– Indication: scintigraphic localization of primary and metastatic NET 
bearing somatostatin receptors 

– Diagnosis success 86.4% (=267/309) evaluable; in a small subgroup of 39 
subjects who had tissue confirmation, sensitivity, specificity were 85.7% 
and 50% for “Nostic”; 68% and 12% for CT/MRI

• Relevant clinical trials performed led to Lutetium Lu 177 Dotatate
approval*

– NETTER-1 (main study): 2-arm active controlled, primary: PFS, n=229

– NETTER-1 (substudy): 1-arm, non-randomized cohort treated with 
“Thera” only (n=22 out of 111) to evaluate exposure

– ERASMUS (substudy): dose escalation (n=811 out of 1214) SSTR+ patients

* From FDA multi-disciplinary review and evaluation or LUTATHERA® drug label

Regulatory Experience Thus Far - Sequential

December 16, 2019SNMMI/NCI 3rd Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference
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ORR: 13% (7, 19) in Lutetium/Octreotide arm;  median duration of response NR (2.8m, NE)
4% (0.1, 7) in high dose Octreotide arm;  median duration of response 1.9 (1.9m, NE)
p-value = 0.0148

*Lutetium Lu 177 Dotatate Drug label and FDA multi-disciplinary review and evaluation

December 16, 2019SNMMI/NCI 3rd Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference
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Patient Selection Performance Illustration
of an Approved Diagnostic Imaging

• Clinical performance characteristics, e.g., sensitivity, 
specificity, accuracy, % agreement (% +ve and % -ve), 
predictive value (positive, negative) are generally shown in 
diagnostic imaging drug label

• Lutathera® / Ostreoscan® Example

Clinical evidence: (1) longer PFS, (2) longer OS, (3) larger ORR
Patient selection performance characteristics (illustration): 

Sensitivity Specificity Prevalence Positive Predictive Value

.857 .50 .70 .80
.75 .84
.80 .87
.85 .91

December 16, 2019SNMMI/NCI 3rd Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference
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Had Diagnostics-Therapeutics Been 
Pursued In Parallel With Leveraging

• Early studies to establish analytical characterization of 
imaging agent, test-retest, repeatability of imaging 
measurement, reproducibility of test result 

• In vitro data to characterize drug target engagement for the 
diagnostic and the therapeutic drug

• Dosimetry study: bio-distribution, early safety 

• Studies to select imaging dose 

• Preliminary clinical finding of therapeutic trials showing 
proof of concept

December 16, 2019SNMMI/NCI 3rd Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference
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Dual goals: use of imaging agent (investigational or approved) to 
select patients (e.g., SSTR+) into therapeutic trials during 
development of therapeutics and imaging drug (investigational 
or with potentially additional imaging indications)

o Study inclusion of patient selection with positive scan
o Pre-specification of important imaging factor(s) if relevant
o Baseline tumor burden 
o Post treatment tumor response, disease progression
o A pre-specified landmark time point for restaging or 

multiple time points for clinical follow up
o Evaluation of agreement between conventional imaging  

and investigational imaging taken

Had They Been Pursued 
In Parallel With Leveraging (Con’t)

December 16, 2019SNMMI/NCI 3rd Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference
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Leveraging therapeutic trial that is under planning may include

• Add a pre-specified analysis (or analyses) using available data to 
support diagnostic imaging drug efficacy evaluation

• Add a design element aiming for an imaging claim

– e.g., prognostic imaging

• An add-on protocol may address clinical utility of imaging drug 
performance and analytical characterization 

– The add-on protocol should use available clinical trial data to 
support desired indication or additional claims that relates to 
use of diagnostic imaging drug in the context of 
radiopharmaceutical therapy

• Potential approval of diagnostic imaging drug does not have to be 
directly linked to the effectiveness of therapeutics 

Utilities With Leveraging

December 16, 2019SNMMI/NCI 3rd Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference
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Tangible Imaging Indication(s)

• Diagnostic, prognostic and more depending on evidence

• Patient selection for therapeutic use

• Post treatment imaging scan(s) may serve as 

• Indirect verification of proper patient selection, e.g., 
homogeneous clinical outcome finding 

• Treatment response monitoring 

• Diagnosis of disease recurrence

• Clinical management based on outcomes, e.g., PFS, OS

• Complementary imaging diagnostic in the pairing of 
theranostics possible

December 16, 2019SNMMI/NCI 3rd Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference
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Interim Remarks

• In-Parallel-With-Leveraging paradigm for diagnostic-
therapeutic pair drug approvals present the potential of 
favorable design efficiency with reduced combined 
development time compared to sequential paradigm

• Analytical characterization of imaging agent performance for 
patient selection needed

• Leveraging clinical trials conducted for therapeutic claims

• If ‘nostic’ is an unapproved drug, a new NDA is needed for 
marketing it with the ‘thera’ as a theranostics pair

• Potential imaging standalone indication(s)

– If therapeutic claim achieves

– If therapeutic claim falls short 

December 16, 2019SNMMI/NCI 3rd Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference
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Dosimetry is a surrogate for Adverse Events

• AE data comes from traditional phase 1/2/3 clinical trials

• Dosimetry data needs to be “interpreted”

• “With Lu177-PSMA, your salivary glands will get 2 Gy/GBq of radiation “

vs.

• “With 200 mCi of Lu177-PSMA, you will have a 87% chance of getting dry mouth”

• Making this link between dose and AE is the point, but it is difficult

• Organ-tolerance data based on XRT, may not be applicable 
to/accurate for TRT (hypo-fractionation, crossfire, PK/PD)



Need to show dosimetry is meaningful

• Cannot assume it is

• How does the dosimetry data 
translate into clinical findings?

• How will having the dosimetry data 
change management?

• Design a trial where dosimetry is 
used to make a clinical decision, 
then show that clinical outcomes 
are improved when dosimetry is 
used (i.e. rate of AE is decreased, or 
survival is improved)



Single time point dosimetry

• Minimize the burden to patients – until dosimetry is proven to be 
meaningful and can justify the extra burden

• For longer half-life agent, contribution from residence time probably 
more important

• Traditional 3+ time point dosimetry may not be needed

• Replace with single time point dosimetry after achieving “steady 
state”



Toxicity in TRT

Thomas Hope, MD
Associate Professor of Radiology, UCSF

Abdominal Imaging and Nuclear Medicine

Director of Molecular Therapy

Chief of MRI and Nuclear Medicine, SFVAMC



Radioligand therapy

What is toxicity?

Biodistribution

Radionuclide PatientX



Lu-177

Radionuclide Biodistribution

+ =
Absorbed 

dose

OARs

The radioligand is only relevant in as much as 

it results in a unique biodistribution

What is toxicity?



X

• Relative sensitivities of OARs

–Kidneys less sensitive than BM

• Each patient has a unique 

genetic predisposition

–Germ line alterations predispose 

patients to cytopenias and 

leukemias etc

• Prior treatments of patient

–Was patient exposed to alkylators 

or other chemotherapies?

The way dose interacts with a 

patient is not predictable

What is toxicity?What is toxicity?



X

• Relative sensitivities of OARs

–Kidneys less sensitive than BM

• Each patient has a unique 

genetic predisposition

–Germ line alterations predispose 

patients to cytopenias and 

leukemias etc

• Prior treatments of patient

–Was patient exposed to alkylators 

or other chemotherapies?

What is toxicity?What is toxicity? The way dose interacts with a 

patient is not predictable



What is toxicity?

PNETProstate Cancer

CSPC vs CRPC G1 vs G2 vs G3

Pre vs Post

docetaxel
Pre vs Post

cape/tem

Significant 

osseous 

disease?

Extensive liver 

disease or prior 

LDT?



Although it appears that toxicity is 

straightforward with TRT (ie biodistribution + 

radionuclide determines absorbed dose), 

patient level factors have a huge impact on 

resultant toxicity within the therapeutic 

window



Thank you!

thomas.hope@ucsf.eduR01CA235741

R01CA229354

R01CA212148



Thank you!

thomas.hope@ucsf.edu



Radiation Therapy – Assessing Toxicity



Theranostics –Voxelwise Dosimetry



Example – 90Y-DOTATOC TRT Personalized Kidney Dose/Activity & 
Treatment Modifications

Cumulative Kidney Dose
Admin.	Activity	(GBq) Kidney	Dose/Activity	(mGy/MBq)

Su
bj
ec
t (23 Gy Protocol Max)

Cycle	1 Cycle	2 Cycle	3

Admin.	Activity	(GBq) Kidney	Dose/Activity	(mGy/MBq)

Su
bj
ec
t

5.5 5.2

5.6 5.2

0.5

5.6 5.5

4.7 5.6

5.5 5.6

4.9 5.5

1 1.5 2 2.5

4.5

5.5 5.4

4 2.3

5.5 5.5

5.5 5.5

5.5 4.5

4.7 2.6

4.4

3.8

4.4

4.4

4.5

14

16

17

18

1

2

3

4.5

4.4

4.4

4.4

4.5

4.5

4.4

4.4

4.5

4.4

5

6

26

28

4.4

3.5

7

8

9

10

11

12

19

20

22

23

4.4

4.4

4.5

4.5

Cycle3 (est.)

235 10 15 20

(23 Gy Protocol Max)

1.7

4

1.8

3.6

2.2

3.5

3.6

3.9 3.9

5.6 5.6

2.7

4.5

4

4.5 3.6

5.6 Cycle 3 

(est.)

Cycle 3 (est..)

Cycle 3 (est.)Cycle 2

Cycle 3 (est)

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Cycle 3 (est.)Cycle 2Cycle 1

Cycle 3 (est)

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Cycle 2Cycle 1

Cycle 3 

(est.)

Cycle 3 

(est.)

Cycle 2Cycle 1

Cycle 1

Cycle 1

Cycle 2Cycle 1

Cycle 2 Cycle 3 (est.)

Cycle 3 (est.)

Cycle 3 (est.)

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Cycle 3 (est.)

Cycle 3 (est.)

Cycle 3 (est.)

Cycle 2 Cycle 3 (est.)Cycle 1

Cycle 1

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Cycle 3 (est.)

Cycle 3 (est.)

Cycle 2
Cycle 3 

(est.)

Cyc 1 Cyc 2

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Cycle 1 Cycle 2

Cycle 3 

(est.)

Cycle 3 (est)

Cycle 1

Cycle 2

Patients that likely would have 

benefited from 2-3x the 

prescribed baseline 

therapeutic dose.

Patients whose administered 

dose was reduced in 

subsequent administrations to 

keep kidney dose below limits.

Patients that likely would 

have benefited from 

approx. 1.5X the prescribed 

baseline therapeutic dose.



What Advanced Theranostics?

Scientist with a 
new 

technology or 
idea

Physician with 
an open mind

Patients 
lacking 

therapeutic 
options

Therapeutic nuclear medicine grew out of the 
interaction of scientists and clinicians focused on 
patient care with a regulatory environment that 

favored innovation and calculated risk-taking

A regulatory 
environment 
open to risk-

taking



Where are we now?

Theranostics has been advanced 
in countries allowing therapy on 

compassionate-use basis

Germany and Australia!

…but eligibility and data 
collection inconsistency limited 
acceptance by regulators and 

clinicians



Can we learn from the past?

• Australian PET data collection trials and NOPR provided models for 
“policy with evidence”

• Reimbursement provided access with responsibility to provide data

• Ability to define eligibility and mininum dataset prospectively and 
mandate outcome assessments while meeting compassionate 
aspirations of societal health

• Win-win for funding bodies and patients!



Radionuclide Therapy

J.F. Eary, M.D.

Associate Director

Cancer Imaging Program

National Cancer Institute

National Institutes of Health, USA
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Radionuclide Therapy 

Imaging 
technology & 

probes

Imaging and 
Treatment

Information 
Integration

Tumor Biology



Radionuclide Therapy

• What is different today?

• New targets

• New tumor biology

• New radiochemistry

• New systemic therapies

• Image quantitation

• BUT….

• There is a lot to be learned from the past 

extensive work
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Imaging intratumor heterogeneity

O’Connor, et al, Clin Cancer Res, 2014
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Intratumor heterogeneity by multiregion 

sequencing

Gerlinger M, et al, N Engl J Med. 2012



Radionuclide Therapy: 

Framing the Questions

• What is the treatment goal?

• What is the intended use/setting?

• What are successful clinical trial 

designs/goals?

• How much toxicity will be acceptable

• Cost/availability?



Radionuclide Therapy: 

Framing the Questions

• The potential of combination therapy 

synergies

• Tumor radiation absorbed dose required

• Imaging considerations

• Specific cancers/ stages needs

• Delivery routes



Radionuclide Therapy

• Combination Therapy synergy

– Immunotherapies

– Radiation sensitizers

– DNA repair inhibitors

• XXXXXXXXX?



Radionuclide Therapy

• Tumor Absorbed Radiation Dose 

requirements

– Radiosensitive tumors

– Radioresistant tumors

• Radiobiology Considerations



Radionuclide Therapy

• Imaging requirements

– Target confirmation

– Biodistribution/pharmacokinetics

– Image quantitation

– Dose planning



Radionuclide Therapy

• Cancer types

– Specific stages/clinical situations

– Pre-treatment levels

– Co-morbidities



Radionuclide Therapy 

• Systemic Therapy

• Local Therapy

– Intracavitary

– Specific locations



Cancer and tissue

Pathologic process of disease

Light microscopy



Cancer biostructure

Imaging

And 

Cancer 

Biology



Disease Biology Comes First

Validated methods are

Required

BIG



Radiomics: 



Prioritization of trial objectives: Analysis of 

treatment failures and conditions that led to Failure 
Charles Kunos, MD, PhD

NIH / NCI / DCTD / CTEP

Investigational Drug Branch (IDB)

16 December 2019

NOTHING TO DISCLOSE

THE VIEWS EXPRESSED ARE MY OWN AND NOT THOSE OF THE US FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.
LINKS OR DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC DRUG PRODUCTS DO NOT CONSTITUTE ENDORSEMENT.



Prioritization of trial objectives: Analysis of 

radiopharmaceutical challenges and opportunities
Charles Kunos, MD, PhD

NIH / NCI / DCTD / CTEP

Investigational Drug Branch (IDB)

16 December 2019

NOTHING TO DISCLOSE

THE VIEWS EXPRESSED ARE MY OWN AND NOT THOSE OF THE US FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.
LINKS OR DISCUSSION OF SPECIFIC DRUG PRODUCTS DO NOT CONSTITUTE ENDORSEMENT.
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TARGETED RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL THERAPY AS A DRUG THERAPY
(1) RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS CAN OVERWHELM CANCER CELL DNA DAMAGE RESPONSES

(2) DOSIMETRY DRIVES PRESCRIPTION

(3) QUANTIFIABLE PHARMACOKINETICS & ELIMINATION HALF-LIVES

(4) PREDICTABLE ORGAN TOXICITIES



PHARMACEUTICAL COLLABORATOR
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

Performed >80 radioisotope clinical trials since 1995,

supporting radiopharmaceutical-oncology drug development 

Prostate

cancer

Lymphoma

& leukemia

47

2

NSCLC

& SCLC

Brain

cancer

2

3

GEP-NET

cancer

Breast

cancer

28

1

19

57

7

Phase I

Trials

Phase II

Trials

Phase III

Trials

clinicaltrials.gov

Phase I

$4 million

Phase II

$11 million

Phase III

$22 million

$1.4 b i l l i o n average out-of-pocket 

cost to develop oncology drug in 2019

centerpointservices.com/blog-posts/



PHARMACEUTICAL COLLABORATOR
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

Achieved 7 Food and Drug Administrat ion (FDA)

indications in radiopharmaceutical-oncology drug development 

> 30,000 cancer patients
have undergone a treatment form of a 

r a d i o p h a r m a c e u t i c a l

radium-223

lutetium-177

iodine-131

samarium-153

strontium-89

yttrium-90

phosphate-32 Revised 2019 (Resolution 41) ACR-ACNM-ASTRO-SNMMI Practice Parameter
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Sources of Radiotherapy

Internal

External

Radiopharmaceuticals 2%

Curative-Intent 

External Beam 

Radiation Therapy 

(EBRT) 73%

Brachytherapy 9%

Palliative-Intent 

External Beam 

Radiation 

Therapy 16%

VISION
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Sources of Radiotherapy

External Internal

Brachytherapy 5%

Radionuclide-Antibody Conjugate 25%

Radionuclide-Protein Conjugate 15%

Radionuclide Suspension 12%

Radionuclide Other 8%

VISION

Curative-Intent 

External Beam 

Radiation Therapy 

(EBRT) 25%

Palliative-Intent 

External Beam 

Radiation 

Therapy 10%



NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

Supported 7 radioisotope agents in development since 2018,

creating new radiopharmaceutical-oncology drug infrastructure 

3

4

0

Phase I

Trials

Phase II

Trials

Phase III

Trials

CTEP iPAD

Phase I

$4 million

Phase II

$11 million

Phase III

$22 million

$26 m i l l i o n of allocated resources 

by U.S. National Cancer Institute for

radiopharmaceutical-agent combination studies

CTEP iPAD

Prostate

cancer

Kidney

cancer

4

1

NSCLC

& SCLC

Brain

cancer

0

0

GEP-NET

cancer

Breast

cancer

1

1

visceral disease radiosensitizer

biologic agent chemotherapy



NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

Supported 4 overarching themes in development since 2018,

testing new radiopharmaceutical-oncology drug combinations 

CTEP iPAD

Expand indication

Test agent in

new disease

settings

Radiosensitizer

Test systemic radiosensitizing 

agent with systemic 

radiopharmaceutical

Biologic agents

Test biologic agent 

combinations in

new disease

settings

Cytotoxic agents

Test cytotoxic agent 

combinations in

new disease

settings
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NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

Implemented radiopharmaceutical trials in 2 networks of the 

U.S. National Cancer Institute clinical trial enterprise since 2018 

Experimental Therapeutics Clinical Trials Network (ETCTN)

Early Drug Development Opportunity Program (15) Lead Academic Organization (LAO, 12) or affiliate (29) 

phase: 0 , I, II



NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

phase 0, I, or II

ETCTN 

Centralized 

Operations

Operations

Statistics & Data
Management

Tissue Acquisition

Disease Teams

Member Sites

LAO

LAO
LAO

LAO

LAO

LAO

LAO

LAO

LAO

LAO

Endpoint: scientific and 

safety outcomes
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NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

Implemented radiopharmaceutical trials in 2 networks of the 

U.S. National Cancer Institute clinical trial enterprise since 2018 

Experimental Therapeutics Clinical Trials Network (ETCTN) National Clinical Trials Network (NCTN)

Early Drug Development Opportunity Program (15) Lead Academic Organization (LAO, 12) or affiliate (29) 

phase: 0 , I, II phase: randomized II, III



NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

phase randomized II or III

Endpoint: clinical outcomes

S

O

T M

NCTN
Centralized
Functions

O

O

O

O

S

S

S

T

T

T

T

M M

M

M

NCORP
Site

Participation

SWOG
Canadian
Network

Group

Alliance

ECOG-
ACRIN

COG
(Pediatric)

NRG 
Oncology S

Centralized Functions:
• Centralized Institutional Review Board
• Cancer Trials Support Unit
• Imaging & Radiation Oncology Core (IROC) Group
• Common Data Management System Central Hosting

LEGEND

30 Lead Academic Participating Sites (LAPS)

O Operations

S Statistics & Data Management

T Tissue Banks

M Member Sites



NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

Build upon prior Early phase clinical development settings,

testing new radiopharmaceutical-oncology drug combinations 
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1974
FDA approved
First radioactive molecular entity 
for ovarian cancer treatment 
approved by the FDA 

fda.gov
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melphalan

Phase II

R

P-32

x 12 cycles

x 1 cycle

Young RC et al. Adjuvant Therapy in Stage I and Stage II 
Epithelial Ovarian Cancer. Results of Two Prospective 
Randomized Trials.
New Engl J Med 1990; 322(15): 1021-1027.
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Young RC et al. Adjuvant Treatment for Early Ovarian 
Cancer: A Randomized Phase III Trial of Intraperitoneal 
32P or Intravenous Cyclophosphamide and Cisplatin—A 
Gynecologic Oncology Group Study.
J Clin Oncol 2003; 21(23): 4350-4355.

cyclophosphamide
cisplatin

Phase III

R

P-32

x 3 cycles

x 1 cycle
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Varia MA et al. Intraperitoneal Radioactive Phosphorus 
(32P) versus Observation after Negative Second-Look 
Laparotomy for Stage III Ovarian Carcinoma—A 
Randomized Trial of the Gynecologic Oncology Group.
J Clin Oncol 2003; 21(15): 2849-2855.

None

R

P-32 x 1 cycle
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WHAT
COULD

B E
Human ovarian cancer mesothelin

thorium-227

S

N
H

O

linker antibody

thorium-227 complexation

• Mesothelin, an internalizing antigen, is 
overexpressed in some solid tumors
• Mesothelioma (100%)
• Pancreatic cancers (80%)
• Epithelial ovarian cancer (80%)

• Mesothelin immunohistochemistry in ovarian 
cancer cells characterized

• Mouse mesothelin imaging in development

• Bayer-NIH Intramural thorium-227 collaboration

Frank Lin, MD Christine Annunziata, MD, PhD



NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

Interested in Phase 0 cl in ical  t r ia l projects in near-term,

testing new radiopharmaceutical-oncology drug combinations 



NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

Nature 2007. 7: 131-139

Table 1 | Differences between phase 1 and phase 0 trials

Variable Phase 1 trials Phase 0 trials

Primary Endpoint Establish the maximum tolerated dose Target modulation

Dose escalation Determine safety and toxicities Achieve desired exposure for target modulation

Preclinical biomarker study Not consistently performed by the trial Required pharmacodynamic assay pretrial

Biomarker assay Not consistently performed by the trial Pharmacodynamic biomarker integrated

Number of subjects > 20 subjects 8-10 subjects

Dosing Multiple Limited

Therapeutic benefit None, but monitor for exceptional responder None expected

Tumor biopsies Optional Mandatory at desired exposure

Pharmacokinetics Batched and analyzed at a later time Real-time



N = 12--30

a|

phase I phase II

N = <100
late phase

development

in vivo models

in vitro models

b|

phase 0 phase I & II

N = 8—10 N = 6—36
late phase

development

in vivo models

in vitro models

cell-free & time-concentration studies

NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT



Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program

shipment request #

written directive /
prescription copy

record of shipment

Trial Site
Radiopharmaceutical 

Distributor

Annual Investigator Verification:
Form 1572

NCI Biosketch

Agent Shipment Form
Financial Disclosure Form

Protocol-Specific Verification:
Authorized User Credential

Radioactive Materials License

Authorized 
User:

Radiopharmaceutical 

Collaborator 
OPEN

Distributor Verification:
Confirm radiopharmacist

Confirm shipping address

Confirm written directive /
prescription including

subject ID & weight, cycle

number, date / time (& time

zone) of treatment

Confirm radioactivity requested
Confirm authorized user

ship

record radioactivityrecord radioactivity

at receipt

record radioactivity

at administration

database

Registration:
protocol-specific

study subject ID

number assigned

Collaborator Verification:
Radioactive Materials License

Training & Handling of radioactive 

clinical agent documentation
Calibration of radioactive dose 

monitors for clinical radioactivity

Document Tracking

database

'cold’ radiopharmaceutical targeting

ligand, if any

NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT



Tumor biopsies for 

pharmacodynamic 

analyses

PBMC sampling for 

pharmacodynamic 

analysis 

Blood sampling for 

pharmacokinetic 

analysis

Pre-drug

administration

Study agent

Multiple samples over 24-hour period after drug administration

Multiple samples over 24-hour period after drug administration

Pre-drug

baseline biopsy

4-6 hours after study drug administration

0- h 2 h 4 h 7 h 24 h

Pre-drug

administration

0- h 2 h 4 h 7 h 24 h

Radiopharmaceutical

NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

Single-dose phase 0 trial 
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BiorepositoryTrial SiteResearch team:

Schedule collection: Send online ordered sample

biorepository shipping kit

Sample release: < 0.002 microcuries per gram

OPEN registration and

sample labeling:

Sample processing and

shipping or storage:
Extract assay material

Receive email notification of trial 

site’s collection of sample

OPEN label

Biorepository intake and log
Initiate case report form

and ship sample to 
biorepository: CRF ship

Sample assay and

final reporting
Perform assayreport

Patient release: < 5 millisievert

Universal precautions:

Blood Frozen

Tissue

FFPE

Tissue

Sample collection:

Patient injection: prescription (e.g., xx kBq/kg)

goggles

gloves

laundryhand wash

clothingsharps



Adverse Event of 

Special Interest

History of present 

illness and physical 

examination

Blood sampling for 

liver, kidney, and 

marrow function 

Pre-drug

administration

Study agent

Multiple samples over 2-week period after drug administration

Pre-drug

administration

0- h 2 wk

Pre-drug

administration

0- h 1 wk 2 wk

Radiopharmaceutical

NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

Phase 0 trial: safety 

0- h 2 wk1 wk

Multiple contacts over 2-week period after drug administration
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Regulatory safety and pharmacovigilance group (PV)Trial siteResponsible entity:

Ticket decision:

US Food & Drug 

Administration (FDA):

Amended ticket:

Medical officer review:

Ticket triage:

Original ticket:

CTEP

PV staff collects associated

clinical reports from trial site,
including radiopharmaceutical

written directive details and

administration date & time.

PV staff collects any additional

data, checks for expectedness,
determines whether there are

ticket duplicates for adverse

events, creates evaluation form,

collates amendments.

CTEP medical officer reviews the ticket,

might request additional clinical data,
assesses events across portfolio, &

marks ticket with a clinical decision.

decision pending hold for annual report

with additional 

information requested

expedite file no need to assess

file ticket file ticket

Determination of

any adverse events of
special interest

–or–

specific protocol 

exceptions to 

expedited reporting 
(SPEER)

PV reviews synopsis of ticket.

Serious adverse event

ticket submission:
PV staff may assist the trial site in filing the

ticket, deciding if new ticket or amendment is

needed at any point in the lifecycle of a ticket.

and notify

pharmaceutical partner



Study agent Radiopharmaceutical

NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE
RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL CLINICAL DEVELOPMENT

a | pharmacodynamic response

biomarker

pretherapy
biomarker value

posttherapy
biomarker value

prespecified threshold
biomarker effect

b | prespecified cohort response

prespecified threshold
proportion

100%

0%

Phase 0 trial: efficacy 
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The Centralized Protocol Writing Support (CPWS)

Program streamlines the development and writing of

Experimental Therapeutics Clinical Trials Network

(ETCTN) protocols from the step of Letter of Intent

(LOI) approval through protocol activation.

Lead Protocol Organization
Contract Support

(Interface between CTEP and Investigators)

CTEP Review

(IDB/CIB/PMB/RAB/CTMB)

Additional Reviews

(BRC/CIRB/FDA)

Step 1

Develop Protocol

(after CTEP receives a

collaborator drug supply

commitment letter)

Step 2A

CPWS Writes Initial Draft Protocol 

Document

Step 2B

Teleconference

Step 3

Provide Clinical Data & Any 

Feedback

Step 4

Incorporate Clinical Data & 

Any Feedback

Step 5

Review & Approve

Step 6 Approve Final

Step 7 CTEP 

protocol review

Cancer Therapy Evaluation Program (CTEP): Centralized Protocol Writing Support Program ctep.cancer.gov

Step 8 Additional protocol 

review by CTEP and non-

CTEP entities

The CPWS Program is not engaged in the writing of

ETCTN protocol amendments or responses to

requests for rapid amendment after protocol

activation.

NCI Biomarker Review Committee (BRC)

Centralized Institutional Review Board (CIRB)

Food & Drug Administration (FDA)

Investigational Drug Branch (IDB)

Clinical Investigations Branch (CIB)

Pharmaceutical Management Branch (PMB)

Regulatory Affairs Branch (RAB)

Clinical Trials Monitoring Branch (CTMB)
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Interested in PERSONALIZED DOSE cl in ical  t r ia l projects,

for radiopharmaceutical-oncology drug combinations 
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conventional dose

kidney

Trial Arm #1

microdose

imaging
radiopharmaceutical radiopharmaceutical radiopharmaceutical radiopharmaceutical

weeks8 16 240

Phase 0—II trial: randomized schedule-finding study (imaging biomarker) 

personalized dose

dosimetry tolerance

Trial Arm #2
phase 0

dosimetry 

algorithm
kidney
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Nature 2007. 7: 131-139

Table 2 | Radiopharmaceutical dose considerations

Variable Conventional Dose Personalized Dose

Indication Disease-specific Disease-specific

Usage Therapeutic-fixed dose Therapeutic-adaptive dose

Administration Single dose on fixed schedule Multiple doses on variable schedule

Supportive care Monitor short term Monitor protracted term

Radioactivity logistics Single-dose vial (error-free) Local preparation (error-prone)

Radioactivity dosing Single (error-free) Variable (error-prone)

Therapeutic benefit Integer fixed response More-than-additive response

Elimination Route with high safety margin (risk averse) Route at maximum organ tolerance (risk)

Adverse events Estimated low at-risk proportion Anticipated high at maximum organ tolerance
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TARGETED RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL THERAPY AS A DRUG THERAPY
(1) RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS CAN OVERWHELM CANCER CELL DNA DAMAGE RESPONSES

(2) DOSIMETRY DRIVES PRESCRIPTION

(3) QUANTIFIABLE PHARMACOKINETICS & ELIMINATION HALF-LIVES

(4) PREDICTABLE ORGAN TOXICITIES



www.cancer.gov www.cancer.gov/espanol



FDA Perspective: Therapeutic Clinical Development 
Considerations 

Denise Casey, MD

Office of Oncologic Diseases

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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Outline

• Regulatory approval pathways

• Considerations for radiotherapeutic development 
programs in oncology indications

• Acute and chronic safety concerns

• Recent radiotherapeutic approvals

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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FDA Approval Standards

• Requires substantial evidence of efficacy and safety

• Regular approval

– Based on direct measure of clinical benefit, or effect on established surrogate of 
clinical benefit

– Interpreted to mean how patient “feels, functions or survives”

• Accelerated approval (for serious and life-threatening conditions)

– Based on a surrogate or an intermediate clinical endpoint reasonably likely to 
predict benefit 

– Requires meaningful improvement over available therapy

– Requires post-approval verification of clinical benefit

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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Considerations for Clinical Development                     
of Radiotherapeutics

• Treatment Goals

• Patient population

• Dosing considerations 

• Trial design

• Dosimetry-guided administration vs. fixed/weight-based dosing

• Role for combination therapy?

• Short and long-term safety concerns

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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Radiotherapeutics: Dosing Considerations/Challenges

• Dose-finding trials

– estimation of radiation-absorbed organ doses extrapolated from animal data 
may underestimate human absorbed doses

• Human absorbed-dose variability

– Patient-to-patient

– Therapy cycle-to-cycle

– Study-to-study

• Dose thresholds for radiation toxicity specific to radiopharmaceuticals 
have not been established and MTD may differ than dose limits 
established for EBRT.

• Dosimetry-guided administration may inform the recommended dose.

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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Radiopharmaceuticals: Safety Considerations

• Acute toxicity
– Hematologic, renal, hormonal (neuroendocrine tumors)

• Long-term toxicity
– Hematologic, renal, secondary malignancies

• Risk mitigation
– Safety monitoring and supportive care

– Labelling and post-marketing requirements 

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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Risk Mitigation: Post Marketing Requirements

• Objectives 

– To conduct further safety studies of patient populations at highest risk

– To provide evidence-based dose modifications and monitoring 
recommendations

• PMRs for Iobenguane I-131 and Lutetium Lu-177 dotatate

– Requirement to submit cumulative safety analyses after 5 and 10 years of 
follow-up to characterize the risks of MDS, leukemia and other secondary 
malignancies

– Lu-177 dotatate has a PMR to investigate longterm renal toxicity 

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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Recent Radiotherapeutic Approvals 

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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Recent Radiotherapeutic Approvals for Oncology Indications 

Radium Ra 223 dichloride (XOFIGO®)  2013

– for the treatment of patients with castration-resistant prostate cancer, 
symptomatic bone metastases and no known visceral metastatic disease

Lutetium Lu-177 dotatate (LUTATHERA®)  2018

– for the treatment of somatostatin receptor-positive gastroenteropancreatic
neuroendocrine tumors (GEP-NETs), including foregut, midgut, and hindgut 
neuroendocrine tumors in adults

Iobenguane I-131 (AZEDRA®)  2018

– for the treatment of adult and pediatric patients 12 years and older with 
iobenguane scan positive, unresectable, locally advanced or metastatic 
pheochromocytoma or paraganglioma who require systemic anticancer therapy

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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Radium Ra 223 dichloride

• Registrational study: double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled study of 922 
patients with CRPC with symptomatic bone metastases 

– Primary endpoint: Overall survival

– Key secondary endpoint: time to first symptomatic skeletal event (SSE)  

Survival results supported by delay in time to 
first symptomatic skeletal event on Ra-223 arm.

Ra-223 
(n = 614)

Placebo
(n= 307)

# of Deaths 333 (54.2%) 195 (63.5%)

Median Survival 14.9 months 11.3 months

95% CI (13.9, 16.1) (10.4, 12.8)

HR (95% CI) 0.695 (0.581, 0.832)1

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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• Six meetings with the FDA prior to IND submission to reach agreements on nonclinical toxicology 
studies, starting dose, and dosimetry design.

• First radionuclide shown to improve overall survival in PC
– Previous approvals for bone metastases were based on pain reduction (no effect on cancer itself).

• Delayed time to first symptomatic skeletal event considered clinically meaningful and included in label.
– No scheduled radiographic assessments performed on study; imaging was likely triggered by symptoms.
– “Time to skeletal events”          “time to symptomatic skeletal events”

• Dose not optimized
– Lowest quartile weight patients had inferior efficacy
– Dose-dependent improvements in some efficacy endpoints observed without apparent increase in toxicity
– Post-marketing requirement to conduct a dose-optimization study

• Uncertainty with regard to long-term safety
– Bone marrow suppression
– Potential for secondary malignancies
– Ability to tolerate subsequent cytotoxic chemotherapy 
– Addressed through post-marketing requirements

Notable Development Issues

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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Lutetium Lu-177 dotatate
• NETTER-1: Randomized, multicenter, open-label study of 229 patients with progressive, well-

differentiated locally advanced/inoperable or metastatic SSR+ midgut carcinoid tumors randomized to 
Lu-177 dotatate or high-dose long-acting octreotide 

– Primary endpoint: Progression free survival (IRC-assessed)

– Secondary endpoints: ORR, DOR, OS

• ERASMUS: Open-label, single-arm, EAP of 360 patients with foregut, midgut, and hindgut 
gastroenteropancreatic tumors (GEP-NETs)

NETTER-1 
Lutetium and 

Octreotide 
(n = 116)

Octreotide 
(60mg)

(n= 113)

mPFS (95% CI) NR (NE, NE) 8.5 (5.8, 9.1)

HR (95% CI) 0.21 (0.13, 0.32)

mOS (95% CI) NR (31.0, NE) 27.4 (22.2, NE)

HR (95% CI) 0.52 (0.32, 0.84)

ORR (95% CI) 13% (7, 19) 4% (0.1, 7)

NETTER-1 PFS
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• Prior to the 2012 IND submission containing NETTER-1, FDA provided advice on the 
development program at a preIND meeting in 2007 and a Parallel Scientific Advice meeting 
with EMA in 2011.

• DSMB recommended stopping enrollment and allowing cross over based on PFS benefit 
observed at early interim analysis. Sponsor continued the study as per FDA and EMA 
recommendation due to potential for bias in early PFS assessment with low fraction of events.

• Final indication broader than that studied on the registrational trial, based on supportive data 
from the broader GEP-NET population on ERASMUS.

• Therapeutic dosing regimen was based on dosimetry data from a dose escalation substudy in 
ERASMUS which demonstrated a cumulative radiation dose that remained near, but below, 
the defined radiation toxicity threshold to the kidney (23 Gy) and bone marrow (2 Gy).

• No dosimetry dose included in final product labeling.

Notable Development Issues

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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• Registration study: open-label, single-arm, multicenter study of 74 patients >12 yo with 
iobenguane scan-positive, unresectable, locally advanced or metastatic 
pheochromocytoma or paraganglioma who required systemic anticancer therapy

– Primary endpoint: Proportion of patients with ≥ 50% reduction of antiHTN meds for > 6 mo

– Secondary endpoint: ORR

Iobenguane I-131

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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• Novel primary endpoint in oncology

– Durable reduction in antiHTN medication considered measure of direct clinical benefit in PGGL
– Direct contribution of the tumor to HTN via catecholamine secretion (HTN correlates with tumor activity)
– HTN also a key contributor to morbidity associated with the tumor

• Agreement on trial endpoints between sponsor and FDA was captured in a Special Protocol 
Assessment.

• Iobenguane I-131 was granted Fast Track and Breakthrough Therapy Designations.

• ORR according to RECIST provided evidence that Iobenguane I-131 demonstrated anti-tumor 
activity and not merely antihypertensive activity.

• During the registration trial, 18% of patients required dose reduction based on radiation dose 
estimates that exceeded theoretical limits.  Recommended dose in label is weight-based with 
dose-reduction guidelines based on the patient’s dosimetry assessment.

• Final indication extended to patients > 12 years  given unmet need in adolescents with PPGL. 
**Potential for greater absorbed radiation dose and longer life expectancy included in label.

Notable Development Issues
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Summary
• Radiopharmaceuticals have an important and growing role in the targeted 

treatment of various cancers.

• Dose optimization requires striking a balance between safeguarding against 
potential radiation toxicity and optimizing antitumor effect.

• Rare tumor drug development may warrant innovative trial design and novel 
endpoints.

• The benefit-risk assessments for approved radiotherapeutics have been positive, 
and the safety profiles appear to compare favorably to cytotoxic chemotherapy.

• There are clinical practices to safely administer radiopharmaceuticals and 
mitigate risk for acute and chronic radiation-associated toxicity.

• Early and frequent interaction with the FDA (both the Office of Oncologic 
Diseases and the Division of Medical Imaging Products) is recommended.

SNMMI and NCI Targeted Radionuclide Therapy Conference December 16, 2019
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Outline

Compare and contrast recently approved cross-references from 
marketed cancer therapy drug products to products used to select 
patients for therapy:
• Keytruda to PD-L1 IHC 22C3 pharmDx (2015)
• Lutathera to Octreoscan (2018)

Purpose:
• Education
• Solicitation of feedback
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Drugs@FDA: FDA Approved Drug Products

1

2

3
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Drugs@FDA: Keytruda (pembrolizumab) 

4
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Drugs@FDA: Keytruda (pembrolizumab) 

…
..

…
..

…
..

…
..

5
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Drugs@FDA: Keytruda label 10/2/2015
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Keytruda is a programmed death receptor-1 (PD-1)-blocking antibody 

indicated for the treatment of: 

• patients with metastatic NSCLC whose tumors express PD-L1 as 

determined by an FDA-approved test and who have disease progression 

on or after platinum-containing chemotherapy. Patients with EGFR or ALK 

genomic tumor aberrations should have disease progression on FDA-

approved therapy for these aberrations prior to receiving KEYTRUDA. (1.2) 

These indications are approved under accelerated approval based on tumor 

response rate and durability of response. An improvement in survival or 

disease-related symptoms has not yet been established. Continued approval for 

these indications may be contingent upon verification and description of clinical 

benefit in the confirmatory trials.

Keytruda label 10/2/2015
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Select patients for second line or greater treatment of metastatic NSCLC with 

Keytruda based on the presence of positive PD-L1 expression [see Clinical 

Studies (14.2)]. 

Keytruda label 10/2/2015
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A prospectively defined sub-group was retrospectively analyzed using an 

analytically validated test for PD-L1 expression tumor proportion score 

(TPS). This retrospectively identified sub-group of 61 patients accounts for 22% 

of the 280 patients in the cohort. Patients included in this sub-group had a 

PD-L1 expression TPS of greater than or equal to 50% tumor cells as 

determined by the PD-L1 IHC 22C3 pharmDx Kit. Patients received Keytruda 

10 mg/kg every 2 (n=27) or 3 (n=34) weeks until unacceptable toxicity or 

disease progression that was symptomatic, was rapidly progressive, required 

urgent intervention, occurred with a decline in performance status, or was 

confirmed at 4 to 6 weeks with repeat imaging. Assessment of tumor status was 

performed every 9 weeks. The major efficacy outcome measures were ORR 

according to RECIST 1.1 as assessed by blinded independent central review 

(IRC) and duration of response.

Keytruda label 10/2/2015

See “14.2 previously treated NSLC” subheading for 

substantially revised current labeling in 2019.

*
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Medical Device Databases
1

2

3
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Database: PD-L1 IHC 22C3 PharmDx labeling

..4
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PD-L1 IHC 22C3 PharmDx labeling 10/2/2015
Indications for Use. For in vitro diagnostic use. PD-L1 IHC 

22C3 pharmDx is a qualitative immunohistochemical 

assay using Monoclonal Mouse Anti-PD-L1, Clone 22C3 

intended for use in the detection of PD-L1 protein in 

formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) non-small cell 

lung cancer (NSCLC) tissue using EnVision FLEX 

visualization system on Autostainer Link 48. PD-L1 protein 

expression is determined by using Tumor Proportion Score 

(TPS), which is the percentage of viable tumor cells 

showing partial or complete membrane staining. The 

specimen should be considered PD-L1 positive if TPS ≥ 50% 

of the viable tumor cells exhibit membrane staining at any 

intensity. PD-L1 IHC 22C3 pharmDx is indicated as an aid in 

identifying NSCLC patients for treatment with Keytruda 

(pembrolizumab).
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PD-L1 IHC 22C3 PharmDx labeling 10/2/2015

Clinical performance evaluation. Response to Keytruda 

in previously treated NSCLC patients with PD-L1 tumor 

proportion score ≥50%
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PD-L1 IHC 22C3 PharmDx labeling 10/2/2015
Non-clinical performance evaluation. Following 

quantified:

• Analytical sensitivity (127 cases, “staining across a 

range of 0-100% positive tumor cells and 0-3 

staining intensity”)

• Repeatability at one site (6 tests, 16 specimens, 6 

replicates; positive/negative/overall agreement)

• Repeatability at 3 external sites (4 tests, 558-2700 

pair-wise comparisons, positive/negative/overall 

agreement)

• Normal tissue reactivity (30 tissue types, 88 

samples, number positive/total)

• Neoplastic tissue reactivity (85 tissue types, 159 

samples, number positive/total)
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PD-L1 IHC 22C3 PharmDx labeling 10/2/2015
Scoring interpretation. [5 paragraphs, plus]…Refer 

to PD-L1 IHC 22C3 pharmDx Interpretation 

Manual for additional guidance. 
https://www.agilent.com/

https://www.agilent.com/
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10/2/2015: Keytruda cross-labeling summary

Oncologist Pathology reader

FDA-approved test

Keytruda

22C3
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Drugs@FDA: Lutathera label 1/26/2018
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Lutathera is a radiolabeled somatostatin analog indicated for the treatment of 

somatostatin receptor-positive gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumors 

(GEP-NETs), including foregut, midgut, and hindgut neuroendocrine tumors in 

adults.

Lutathera label 1/26/2018

Not provided
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The efficacy of Lutathera in patients with progressive, well-differentiated, locally 

advanced/inoperable or metastatic somatostatin receptor-positive midgut 

carcinoid tumors was established in NETTER-1 (NCT01578239), a randomized, 

multicenter, open-label, active-controlled trial. Key eligibility criteria included 

Ki67 index ≤ 20%, Karnofsky performance status ≥ 60, confirmed presence of 

somatostatin receptors on all lesions (OctreoScan uptake ≥ normal liver), 

creatinine clearance ≥ 50 mL/min, no prior treatment with peptide receptor 

radionuclide therapy (PRRT), and no prior external radiation therapy to more 

than 25% of the bone marrow.

Lutathera label 1/26/2018
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Indium In-111 pentetreotide is an agent for the scintigraphic localization of 

primary and metastatic neuroendocrine tumors bearing somatostatin 

receptors.

Octreoscan label 2018 (first approved 1994)
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1/26/2018: Lutathera cross-labeling summary

Oncologist Imaging reader

SSTR positive

Octreoscan
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A B
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Who might be interested in developing theranostic imaging agents 
for patient selection?

• Imaging drug not approved and developer primarily interested 
in patient selection

• Imaging agent already approved and developer interested in 
new patient selection labeling and marketing for additional 
consumer support.
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Summary

For patient selection early in development:

• Meet with FDA: https://www.fda.gov/regulatory-
information/search-fda-guidance-documents/formal-meetings-
between-fda-and-sponsors-or-applicants-pdufa-products-
guidance-industry

• Pre-specify a clear threshold for patient selection, including 
justification for drug administration, image acquisition, image 
display, and reader interpretation details, informed by a 
standard approach to preclinical and clinical pharmacology 
development for diagnostic imaging drugs.
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Summary
For patient selection in Phase 3 therapeutic trials:

• Justify and test at least three independent, blinded readers against pre-specified 
minimum thresholds of performance for inter- and intra-reader reliability. 

• For pre-randomization procedures, avoid selecting patients based on reader 
methods not generalizable to post-market practice. 

• Pre-specify statistical analyses based on agreed therapeutic endpoint for 
additional support of patient selection (e.g., sub-group analysis in patients with 
high vs. low proportion of tumor with uptake ≥ normal liver) and, if primary 
hypothesis confirming, potentially for indications beyond patient selection. 



Feedback?
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DISCLAIMER

This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-

looking statements can generally be identified by words such as “potential,” “can,” “will,” “plan,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “look forward,” “believe,” 

“committed,” “investigational,” “pipeline,” “launch,” or similar terms, or by express or implied discussions regarding potential marketing approvals, new 

indications or labeling for the investigational or approved products described in this presentation, or regarding potential future revenues from such 

products. You should not place undue reliance on these statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on our current beliefs and expectations 

regarding future events, and are subject to significant known and unknown risks and uncertainties. Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties 

materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those set forth in the forward-looking statements. 

There can be no guarantee that the investigational or approved products described in this presentation will be submitted or approved for sale or for any 

additional indications or labeling in any market, or at any particular time. Nor can there be any guarantee that such products will be commercially 

successful in the future. In particular, our expectations regarding such products could be affected by, among other things, the uncertainties inherent in 

research and development, including clinical trial results and additional analysis of existing clinical data; regulatory actions or delays or government 

regulation generally; global trends toward health care cost containment, including government, payor and general public pricing and reimbursement 

pressures; our ability to obtain or maintain proprietary intellectual property protection; the particular prescribing preferences of physicians and patients; 

general political and economic conditions; safety, quality or manufacturing issues; potential or actual data security and data privacy breaches, or 

disruptions of our information technology systems, and other risks and factors referred to in Novartis AG’s current Form 20-F on file with the US Securities 

and Exchange Commission. Novartis is providing the information in this presentation as of this date and does not undertake any obligation to update any 

forward-looking statements contained in this presentation as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

This presentation is of non-promotional nature and reflects AAA’s R&D efforts in the nuclear medicine area. As a result, nothing in the presentation must 

be interpreted as having an influence on any decisions regarding the prescription, use, registration, pricing or reimbursement of any AAA investigational or 

marketed products

The views and opinions expressed in this presentation are those of the presenter and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of Advanced 

Accelerator Applications or Novartis.
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Nuclear medicine

3

• Accurate diagnosis of complex diseases and cost-effective 

patient management

• Patients imaged with PET or SPECT cameras

• ~87% of total market in 2017

• Innovative therapeutic modality combining tumor targeting 

and radiation

• MOA, PK and toxicity are quite simple

• 13% of total market in 2017, expected to represent 60% of 

NM market by 2030

NUCLEAR MEDICINE 

THERAPEUTICS

Sources: MEDraysintell 2018 Nuclear Medicine World Market Report & Directory, World Nuclear Association 



 Our Objective is to demonstrate clinical usefulness and bring new therapeutic

solutions to patients addressing unmet medical needs.

 Targeted radiopharmaceuticals, linking diagnostic and therapeutic

approaches can help to more correctly identify the type of patient and increase

the rate of success.

• Early decision required on sequential development of diagnostic and therapeutic vs parallel

development

 As for any other therapeutic approach, the success of a RLT program is

linked to specific decisions taken during development. Among them:

• Dose and treatment schemes based on severity of condition, acceptable safety margins etc..

• Superiority vs equivalence from existing treatment options

Clinical usefulness – RLT approach

4



Theragnostic concept

5

Same Targeting Molecule

Lu-177 

labeled

GAMMA rays 

detected by 

PET/CT

Ga-68 PET

• Diagnosis

• Treatment

Selection

• Follow-up

Lu-177 RLT

• Targeted 

treatment

BETA radiation 

treats tumors 

from within

Therapy and complementary diagnostic

“IF YOU CAN SEE IT YOU CAN TREAT IT”

Targeted molecules can be used for Diagnostics and Therapeutics using different labelling isotopes

5



Example of SPECT agent used for patient enrichment

• Octeroscan: Krenning score for GEP-NET lesions

– Octreoscan ® positivity (≥ normal liver uptake) used as inclusion criteria 

(Octeroscan = 111In-DTPA-Octreotide)

– OctreoScan® Tumour Uptake and Extent of Tumour Burden Scales 

 Tumour Scoring 

Tumor Uptake grade 

OctreoScan®:

 Extent of Tumor Burden

Tumour Burden score OctreoScan®: Limited Moderate Extensive 
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Example of PET follow up after therapy 

Courtesy images from Dokuz Eylul University, Izmir Turkey 7



Advantages of theragnostic approach to therapy

8

Added values 

during drug 

development

General 

features/advantages 

of the RLT and 

theragnostic 

approach
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During our development we leverage on imaging diagnostic for patient enrichment and dosimetric

extrapolations to evaluate both tumor and organ radioactive exposure.

At initial stages of development, dosimetry is used to support the identification of a well-

tolerated and efficacious cumulative dose and therapeutic scheme to be used in Phase III studies.

The dose for Phase III studies should be selected ideally to maximize the probability of efficacy

in the overall patient population, while keeping control of the toxicity parameters.

Active monitoring of clinical, hematological and biochemical assessments performed at

suitable time intervals between treatments, is considered to be the most reliable tool to monitor

potential toxic effects.
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Thanks to the targeted nature of these products, a flat dose should be selected for Phase III

studies and commercialization. If the treatment scheme correctly addresses the safety risks while

maximizing the probability of efficacy in a given patient population (e.g. prior therapies, concomitant

diseases), body weight or dosimetry-based dose adjustments are not justified and may lead

to under treatment.

Moreover, individualized dosimetry during commercial phase would pose additional challenges:

high costs for Health Care systems, access to treatment limited to fewer centers, production and

logistic challenges for personalized doses.

This dose selection/treatment scheme approach was applied to Lutathera: Netter-1 Phase III study

confirmed that the product, at the dose of 200 mCi given for 4 times at 8 weeks intervals.



Continued R&D efforts
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• Earlier line of treatment

• New indications

• Retreatment

• Functionally impaired patients (e.g. decreased renal, hepatic function)

• Pediatric patients

• With established therapies: chemotherapy

• New therapeutic approaches: Immuno-Oncology, PARP Inhibitors



Radioligand Therapy in Paediatric Patients
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From:

SME workshop: Focus on non-clinical aspects

Session 1: Pre-clinical Requirements to Support Development of Paediatric Medicines 03 October 2016, EMA 

Presented by: Janina Karres, PhD Paediatric Medicines - Product Development & Scientific Support Department



Rationale for combination RT + Immuno Oncology (IO)
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– Increasing tumor immunogenicity via the increased neo-antigenic expression, 

antigen processing, major histocompatibility molecules and costimulatory signals

– Overcoming an immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment by shifting the cytokine balance in favor of 

immuno-stimulation (production of immuno-stimulatory cytokines)

– Recruiting antigen-presenting and immune effector cells to the tumor microenvironment



Antigen release from radiated tumor cells: 

Rationale for combination of RLT and immunotherapies?

Kamrava et al., Molecular Biosystems: 5:1249–1372, 2009

Rationale for combination RT + Immuno Oncology (IO)

14



Rationale For Combination RT + PARPi
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– Inhibition of SSB repair specifically sensitizes the replicating tumor cells without increasing toxicity to  

the(mostly non-proliferative) healthy cells.

– PARP-1 stimulates SSB repair and PARP-1 inhibition can be used to create more genotoxic DSBs in 

replicating cells resulting in a higher cell death rate.



Rationale For Combination RT + PARPi
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Beta emitters:

• Induced damage by radicals

• Single strand break

• Intermediate decay emission 

energy (~ 0.1-2.3 MeV)

• Long range in tissues (~ 1-10 mm 

of maximum tissue penetration)

(β-) Free

radicals
+ O2

Single 

strand 

breaks

(α)

Alpha emitters:

• Direct DNA damage

• Double strand break

• High decay emission energy (~ 4-8 

MeV)

• Short range in tissue (~ 50-100 µm)

Double 

strand 

breaks



Next generation isotopes: α-emitters
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• RLT currently predominantly with beta radiation 

(e.g., 177Lu, 90Y, Iodine)

• Alpha emitters with comparatively shorter radiation range 

and higher energy density  

‒ Lower radiation to healthy tissue (risk of 2nd malgn.)

‒ Higher cell kill on shorter range, high potential for 

micrometastases or tumors

‒ More complex production  (fast/complex decay)

‒ Less effective for killing large tumors?

• Xofigo only registered alpha emitter using Ra-223

• Can be delivered by several isotopes, e.g., Actinium, 

Astatine, Radium, Thorium, Bismuth, Lead, etc..

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiJ1Mnys43dAhVR6KQKHcuGApYQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00259-014-2857-9&psig=AOvVaw2ToSOkHS5xJgUXSekxC5wm&ust=1535465191107242
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiJ1Mnys43dAhVR6KQKHcuGApYQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00259-014-2857-9&psig=AOvVaw2ToSOkHS5xJgUXSekxC5wm&ust=1535465191107242
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiJ1Mnys43dAhVR6KQKHcuGApYQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00259-014-2857-9&psig=AOvVaw2ToSOkHS5xJgUXSekxC5wm&ust=1535465191107242
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 Complex supply chain; short product half-life

 Importance of quality and quantity of isotope supply
Production & 

Supply chain

Hospital setup
 Tailored technical and organizational setup

 Interdisciplinary approach critical for patient journey

 Imaging asset in theragnostics (patient selection/enrichment)

 De-risking using dosimetry in pre-clinical/clinical development
Research &

Development
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Targeted molecules can be used for Diagnostic and Therapeutics using different labelling isotopes => 

you see what you treat.

The Theragnostic approach allows a more effective patient selection, maximizing the likelihood of 

therapeutic efficacy, while keeping control of the toxicity parameters. 

The Theragnostic approach allows for dosimetric calculations => an important tool at initial stages of
development, to support the identification of the therapeutic scheme to be used in Phase III studies
and commercial phase

There is an increasing evidence that targeted Radiotherapy may lead to improved tumor responses 

when given in combination with:

• PARPi having the potential to increase damaging effects of RT modulating the DNA damage 

response

• Immuno Oncology by increasing antigen AG release from radiated tumor cells

New generation isotopes may bring additional tools for Radio Ligand Therapy, advantages and 

limitations are still to be understood.

Complex manufacturing, supply and logistic chain are high barriers for RLT



Back-up slides
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Intravenous 
infusion

Product binds to 
receptors 
overexpressed by 
disease

Product either 
remains on 
surface or is
internalized into 
the cancer cell

Product delivers 
radiation to or 
from within the 
cancer cell

Radiation induces 
DNA strand 
breaks leading to 
tumor cell death

Radiodiagnostic and 
radiotherapeutic 
agents principle of 
action

RLT mechanism of 
action



176Lu precursor

Produced in calutrons

177Lu Isotope

Produced in nuclear reactors 

DOTATATE

Solid phase peptide synthesis 

Aseptic vial filling

Lutathera

Semi-manual or with application 
robot

Aseptic conditions

On demand production

Parametric release

3 days shelf life

Patient dose

Vial calibration

Standard dose of 
7.4GBq/cycle

Aseptic conditions

Patient selection based 
on 68Ga diagnostic

Precursor 

Isotope
176Lu
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Complex manufacturing and supply chain 

Patient

Delivery

Target 

Isotope 177Lu

Octreotide

DOTA-TATE

Sterile Stock

Lutathera®

Labeling

Sterile vial

Hospital

(external)

Isotope 

Supply

AAA internal

Production



Rationale for 
combination therapies, 

sensitization and 
normal tissue 

protection

Richard L. Wahl, M.D. 



Targeted Radiopharmaceutical Therapies

•Overall limitation is delivery of 
radiopharmaceutical to the tumors limiting 
efficacy at doses safe for normal tissues

•Some agents have therapeutic margins large 
enough to be effective without sophisticated 
imaging and dosimetry 

• If therapeutic margins are low dosimetry 
required if heterogeneity among patients 

•Stem cell support can salvage patients from 
bone marrow toxicity

•2nd organ toxicity can then be limiting



Heterogeneity of Dose Delivery is 
Common with Y-90 and I-131 anti CD-20
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Combination Therapy

• Typical in Oncology with Chemotherapy

• Common in Radiation oncology with 

chemoradiotherapy

• Use agents with differing toxicity targets 

• With TRT can use differing agents or 

differing radiolabels

• Same underlying molecule may have 

differing toxicity depending on radiolabel



Radiometal and I-131 anti CD20 Have 

Different Biodistributions

Lungs, Heart  and Kidneys Dose Limiting for 

I-131

Liver dose limiting for Y-90



Optimization based on normal-organ MTD (A; Eq. 1) and MTBED (B; Eqs. 6 or 8) constraints in AB vs. 
Robert F. Hobbs et al. J Nucl Med 2013;54:1535-1542

Copyright © Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging



Illustration of different cases. Robert F. Hobbs et al. J Nucl Med 2013;54:1535-1542

Copyright © Society of Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging



METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR TREATING A 

DISEASE USING COMBINED 

RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS

Abstract: Filed: October 25, 2013 

Publication date: October 8, 2015 

Inventors: Robert Hobbs, George Sgouros, Richard L. Wahl 

Publication number: 20150286796
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Single Agent MTRT is desirable

• The true power of MTRT will likely be 

enhanced by:

• Combinations of radiolabels and precision 

dosimetry

• Combinations may be beta/beta or 

beta/alpha or ?
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Session Three: Current State of the Art:  Clinical Trials Design 

11:20–11:40 am 
Safety Considerations and Use of Quantitative Imaging  
Neeta Pandit-Taskar, MD (Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center)  

11:40–12:00 pm 
Landscape Analysis: Summary of Phase 2 and 3 Agents 
 Erik Mittra, MD (Oregon Health & Science University) 

12:00-1:00 pm Lunch 

1:00–1:20 pm 
Clinical Trial Design Strategies: The Australian Experience 
Michael Hofman, MD (Peter MacCallum Cancer Center) – by video 

1:20–1:40 pm 
Clinical Trial Design Strategies: The German Experience  
Winfried Brenner, MD (Charité – University Medical Center Berlin, Germany) 

1:40–1:50 pm 
Clinical Trial Design: FDA Perspective 
Sue-Jane Wang PhD (FDA – Division of Biometrics I) 

1:50–2:20 pm 

Panel discussion: Assessing human toxicities – short and long-term  
Moderator: Michael McDonald, MD, PhD (CTB, CIP, DCTD, NCI) 
Panelists: Frank Lin, MD (MIP, CCR, NCI) 
                  Tom Hope, MD (University of California, San Francisco) 
                  John Buatti, MD (University of Iowa) 
                  Tim Akhurst, MD (Peter MacCallum Cancer Center) – by phone 

Session Four: Achieving Response: Strategies 

2:20–2:40 pm 
Where is the gap?  Framing the right question(s) 
Janet Eary, MD (Associate Director CIP, DCTD, NCI) 

2:40–3:00 pm Prioritization of trial objectives: Analysis of treatment failures and conditions that led to 
Failure Charles Kunos, MD, PhD (IDB, CTEP, DCTD, NCI) 

 
3:00–3:20 pm 

FDA Perspective: Therapeutic clinical development considerations 
Denise Casey, MD (OHOP, CDER, FDA) 
FDA Perspective: Diagnostic clinical development considerations 
Anthony Fotenos MD (DMIP, CDER, FDA) 

3:20–3:40 pm Industry’s perspective 
Maurizio Mariani, MD, PhD (AAA, a Novartis Company) 

3:40-4:00 pm Break 

 
 
4:00–4:30 pm 

Panel discussion: Rationale for combination therapies, sensitization. and normal tissue 
protection 
Moderator: Bhadrasain Vikram, MD (CTEP, DCTD, NCI) 
Panelists: Richard Wahl, MD (Washington University St. Louis)                   
                  Charles Kunos, MD, PhD (Radiation Oncology, CTEP, NCI)                 
                  Sandy McEwan, MD, PhD (Ipsen) 

4:30–5:00 pm 
Publication Planning and Meeting Summary 
Michael McDonald, MD, PhD (CTB, CIP, DCTD, NCI)  
Daniel Lee, MD (Ochsner Medical Center, Therapy Center of Excellence President)   
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